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introduction
components of thesis
my thesis is a collection of personal essays centered upon my study of pioneer women
their public images and private attitudes while 1I was a national endowment for the
1993 94 school year and on
Humanities
Readers digest teacherscholar
humanitiesreaders
teacher scholar during the 199394

subsequent studies in my graduate program at BYU 1I relate things learned to my own
experiences as a woman since the past three years have been ones of emotional as well as
intellectual insight for me 1I wanted the essays to reflect the breadth and depth of my
developing ideas

this thesis is personal and academic

the thesis uses the framework of a trip exploring the mormon and oregon trails which
1I

took with my husband in september of 1993 material 1I read about the trail commentaries by

feminist historians diaries of pioneers who traveled the trails and actual things seen on my trip
provided impetus for me to ask questions and probe for answers about the meaning of the
pioneer experience and the meaning of events in my own life which paralleled those of pioneer
women such as experiencing the death of a child or fearing loneliness A number of the
essays are humorous 1I believe laughter is a tool that gives power to women because viewed

with humor situations which might be defeating become bearable As william zinsser says

humor is the writers armor against the hard emotions
still another distortion of the truth 4

and therefore in the case of memoir

on to explain that he probably uses humor as a
he goes onto

kindness to his family which 1I do as well my husband becomes the foil for some of my

humor

he is also a player in the thesis account of the journey because 1I discuss ideas with

him recount his role in various life experiences compare him to pioneer men and explore the

conflict 1I have with him over my independence
tralis journey 1I explore my personal journey from
trails
in addition to the actual pioneer trailsjourney

childhood to womanhood from the 1940s to the present tracing the social political historical
and religious influences on that development

this journey of change is important to the thesis

i

because my developing perspectives color how 1I view pioneer womens lives as well as how 1I
view my own life
1I

also include material based on the diary of dorothy delilah hickman pectol my

husbands grandmother this part of the thesis explores a pioneer womans experiences in
Caineville utah while her husband serves an LDS mission from 1907 to 1909 in
isolated caineville

new zealand 1I think this works well with the other sections as it is a deeper journey into one
womans life as compared with the sketches of womens lives that form the basis for my other

pectols
Pec tols diary which 1I did and a well
this section is based on a typescript of dot pectous

essays

researched analytical commentary in which 1I put myself into her life seeing her feelings and
experiences echoing my own and those of other women 1I think her story advances feminist
scholarship as it tells the other half of history that of the woman left behind in the mormon
non fiction opens
missionary tale 1I believe that individualizing
individuahzmg one woman through creative nonfiction
the door for other women who stayed behind to emerge from oblivion and stereotype

dependence independence struggle in conversation with my husband in the
exploring dots dependenceindependence
thesis is a way of exploring my own dependenceindependence
dependence independence marital tensions

models
1I

really didnt have a model for the way 1I constructed my thesis as a combination of

historical research and personal memoir maybe its a prototype my initial responses to my
pioneer women research and travel were published m
in a series of weekly columns in the daily

spectrum a newspaper of southern and central utah between september of 1993 and march
of 1994 when 1I needed to choose a thesis topic it seemed natural to use all of this researched
material to which 1I was attached emotionally as well as intellectually
pieces of my own life in my thesis as well

yet 1I wanted to share

the pairing of pioneer womens experiences with

the memories they evoked in me seemed natural because learning about other womens

experiences has always caused me to examine my own life in a thesis exploring other
woments
womens lives 1I could explore my own as well
foments

ii

of the books 1I have read perhaps refuge by terry tempest williams comes closest as a
model 1I say this for several reasons williams used the physical setting of the rising of the

great salt lake as the framework for her story 1I used the physical setting of the mormon and
oregon trails as the framework for mine williams gives her readers history

of the great salt

lake and of bird species 1I give my readers history of pioneer trails and the women who
walked them much of williams story is about relationships with her women relatives
drawing from them much of mine is also williams admires her mothers strength though she
differs from her in many ways 1I have similar feelings for my mother different in many ways

illness in her book it is in my thesis as well williams husband is
from me cancer is a major iffiness
a player in her book my husband is a player in my thesis conflict survival and renewal are

major themes in her work they are in mine as well

purpose in writing
10

1I

feel a kinship with other women in writing my thesis 1I wished to solidify that bond

through the exploration of common experience

thus the collection is aimed at an audience of

women who could be mormon but also women of other persuasions it is also aimed at
appealing for a kind of mutual respect among women an appreciation for the diversity of the
female experience

modem women need to rid themselves of stereotypical views of other women and be
aware of the broad spectrum of women role models from which to choose 1I believe women
honing the ability to put themselves in the place of other women is a necessity for a community

of understanding 1I believe the separation of private attitudes from public images is
problematic for many women as they view the outside of other women and compare these
images to their own inner attitudes and frequently find themselves wanting

in order to make sense of their own lives women must connect in various ways to the
lives of other women otherwise they live in an isolation that creates questions about what is

normal and what is not in mormon society which often idealizes women of the past

iii

modem women can drown in guilt feeling they dont measure up

when they have truer

pictures of past womens lives and also of contemporary womens struggles and triumphs
they can examine their own lives with greater gentleness
1I

have gained strength through the diversity of my life experiences which include roles

collar father a wife of a businessman and
as a daughter of a traditional mother and a blue
bluecollar
community activist a mother of six children a social worker in los angeles a teacher in
foreign countries and in the united states a journalist world traveler and mature graduate
student

this variety allows me to connect with women of differing nationalities faiths social

and ethnic groups life styles and family backgrounds 1I like to stress the commonalty of the

female experience despite diversity

another purpose in writing the thesis was as a gift for my three daughters

a gift of my

ideas certainly over the years 1I have verbally shared my feelings and listened to theirs in many

discussions but 1I wanted something permanent for them to read when 1I am not there as a
conversational partner 1I want them to value their own diversity and see their personal
expressions of individuality so different from one another as a positive force in broadening
how the world defines womanhood 1I also want them to know the feelings 1I have had and that

pioneer women have had in confronting life that their own encounters might be more
understandable and thus less isolating one concern 1I have is what whole picture of my life

painted
have 1I ipainted

annie dillard says dont hope in a memoir to preserve your memories

because it is a certain way to lose them you cant put together a memoir without cannibalizing

your life for parts

112
2

A gift to me from writing the thesis is the discovery of sisters 1I am an only child and

didnt miss sisters in the growing up process as 1I remember but 1I miss them now 1I want
women like me with whom 1I can share this incredible thing called living life as a woman 1I
have found my sisters through oneway
one way conversations reading diaries and journals and through

two way conversations with women mentors professors and classmates
twoway

iv
IV

intellectual development

an additional gift that 1I received from my extensive research

class work and writing

was that of intellectual expansion having spent twenty years as a teacher a dispenser of

fin me my
knowledge it was delightful to become a pitcher waiting for someone else to fill
rhetoric classes gave me an appreciation of the power of language how we talk about our

womens world can circumscribe or expand that world

my creative writing class forced me to be more honest in my writing making me delve
for true feelings not glossy imagebuilding
image building phrases frequently asked who is your
audience

1I

would answer middle aged

relief society women

1I

was writing from where 1I

was and could better speak to those who had been where 1I had been or even those who
would go where 1I had been

the question from readers what does this mean

forced me to

clarify and refine in trying to communicate 1I had to probe deeper into myself to evoke feelings
and then search outside myself for the words and the methods to first understand and then

communicate ideas that 1I hoped would be evocative to others

readings in feminist theory helped me understand reasons for and approaches to
studying womens writings women in the past fifty years have experienced extensive changes
in role definition

for many this has produced a kind of future shock

as the world they

anticipated living in has given way to an uncharted world with an unpredictable future

exploring changes in womens lives through historical and literary perspectives and
considering the personal impact of these encounters helped me see where women are now and
how they got there it also helped me to be understanding as 1I compared my perceptions with

socio economic
those of other women realizing that differences of age ethnicity religion socioeconomic
level educational background or marital status may foster different perspectives but need not
be barriers to understanding

my study helped me to be aware how ideas have been and continue to be shaped by
feminist scholarship changing longheld
long held ideologies about women and validating the power of
women to both create and interpret their cultures art objects

v

1I

discovered that the literary canon of my youth was largely composed of works by

male authored
male writers and that scholars initially began to study images of women in maleauthored
literature pointing out that men often stereotyped women as angel monster witch earth

mother fallen woman and temptress

through understanding the bias of the

133

traditional canon 1I became a resisting reader alert to gender prejudice in texts

patrocinio P schweickart in her essay reading ourselves toward a feminist

theory of reading says the question of how we read is inextricably linked with the
question of what
hat we read more specifically the feminist inquiry into the activity of reading
begins with the realization that the literary canon is androcentric and that this has a profoundly

damaging effect on women readers

14
4

because traditional canons centered around male writers

and male protagonists identification for women readers often became male associated As

critic

lee edwards expressed

1

I would rather have been hamlet than ophelia

tom jones

ov not
instead of sophia western and perhaps despite dostoevskys intention raskolnikov
Raskolnik

sonia

15
5

reading female authored texts andor texts with female protagonists expanded my vision
gynocritic as 1I analyzed texts and their themes
in a sense 1I became an amateur gynocratic

following critic

mary jacobus9
jacobus injunction 1I began to ask Is there a woman in this text Is there a text in this
9

116
woman116
woman
womank
woman66

this effort to find the woman in the text and the text in the woman fostered varied

reading approaches including the development of new aesthetic criteria and interpretative
strategies and expansion of the traditional canon As 1I began to see women validated as both
writers and as subjects of writing my own sense of selfvalue
self value was increased 1I became aware of
the relationship between cultural conditioning and self perception realizing that patriarchal
cultures shape the way women perceive their sex roles
than men because of their different bodily experiences

that women write and read differently
7

As 1I read autobiographies of women 1I was able to distinguish between typical female
and male autobiographical structures 1I discovered that certain feminist critics see a need to

replace the term autobiography which is seen as malecentered
male centered and typically an aggrandizement

vi

of a public life with a more gynocentric word domna stanton and jeanine plottel coined the
seiy
autography feeling that in writing about their lives women graphed the sely
autographs
phrase the
self
female autograph
thefemale
sef a

self frequently perceived as divided

female autogynographical narrative was marked by

conflicts between the private and the public the personal and the professional

118
8

feminist critics see womens writings about their own lives as processes of discovery
simone de beauvoir characterized this process in an interview when she said

my life it is both

intimately known and remote it defines me and yet 1I stand outside it just what precisely is
9
this curious object
object9
objects

to many feminists autobiography and literature become interchangeable

sidonie smith says autobiography is not so much a mode of literature as literature is a mode of
autobiography

and not by any means the only possible one

10

in my studies 1I began to

question how women authors write parts of their own lives in their fiction certainly willa

cather does this continually in studying cathers female protagonists 1I wondered if she were
trying out possible female roles the lives she might have lived with other choices in identifying

with her protagonists 1I explored possible alternate lives for myself through reading other

womens autographical narratives and writing my own in response to theirs 1I was able to better
define my own life through being able to stand outside myself

in order to understand andor overstand to use wayne booths word

womens

writing feminist critics have attempted to validate the womanly qualities of womens

literature

this was partially an effort to counter freudian patriarchal supremacy theories

french feminist helene cixous
cilous suggests that the maternal has a power which cannot be
ting expresses jouissance
writing
jouis sance complete ecstasy allowing
suppressed she feels feminine wn

flux playfulness and exploration of new ways of thinking

1 I111I

cixous
cilous and madeleine gagnon

explore this sense of difference about womens writing feeling that the female evidences
wo
herself through comans
womans
mans milk her different ink

12

after reading
readin2 feminist critics works 1I

learned to appreciate the individual
felt encouraged to discover my different ink as well as aslearned
writing styles of other women

vii
vil
vu

feminist scholarship has focused increased attention on a broad body of womens
literature writings such as diaries letters and autobiographies and memoirs which formerly
had been considered of little literary merit have received increased attention

recovery of

womens
woments
foments texts has become a way of validating the female experience and telling the other half
of history but also a way of individualizing women helping them emerge from oblivion or
stereotype

in the seventeenth century margaret cavendish duchess of newcastle appended her
own autobiography to her husbands longer one in justification for this act she posed a

rhetorical question

why hath this lady writ her own life

autobiography she might sink into oblivion

she explained that without the

after ages should mistake in not knowing 1I
lest afterages

was the daughter to one master lucas of st johns near colchester in essex second wife to
the lord marquis of newcastle for my

lord having had two wives 1I might easily have been

mistaken especially if 1I should die and my lord marry again
As feminist scholar maureen beecher explains

13

margaret was right historically she

had no identity separate from that of her father and her husband the existence of other daughters
and other wives might obliterate from memory her very existence

ultimately writes critic

sidonie smith the issue is one of identity versus anonymity cavendish is writing for her very
life

14

the recovery by feminist scholars of womens writings has saved thousands of women
from oblivion and has enriched my life as 1I connected to women otherwise lost to me without
the research and published works of scholars such as glenda riley elizabeth hampsten joanna
L stratton and lillian schlissel to name a few 1I would still be wandering in the musty

archives of libraries trying to make meaning from yellowed scraps of pioneer memoirs

in a sense in my thesis 1I am writing for the very life of each woman 1I discuss and for
my own very life

defining it assessing it shaping it sharing it and knowingly living it

to borrow maureen beechers quilt metaphor im piecing my life together from the scraps of

viii
vm

my experience as well as doing the same thing with other womens lives

and piecing female

lives ones own or others together is important for creating identity

womens identity crises may be at the root of the female discontent dr brad edgington
finds so extensive in central utah where 1I live in a recent interview the utah psychologist

defined a problem he sees repeatedly along the wasatch front but finds exacerbated in sevier

county women who marry in their teens or early twenties only wanting to be loved and cared
for by their husbands

it

only to express profound dissatisfaction with the limitations of this

loving and caring existence five ten or twenty years later to their bewildered spouses who

cant understand wives who suddenly want their own lives perhaps defining the need for a
life of ones own apart from being someones wife someones daughter or someones mother
could fill a psychological need for many women encountering strong women writers and
protagonists helped me explore identity issues and hopefully my thesis will help other women
explore similar issues

the practice of overlooking the significance of the domestic sphere central to much of
womens
woments
foments writing is a critical issue for some feminist scholars laurel thatcher ulrichs
meticulous analysis in her pulitzer prize winning book A midwifes
discussion of this sphere

tale

is a catalyst for

A major factor in ulrichs success interpreting martha ballards

diary was her ability to connect with her subject As a woman she was able to enter

womans
wo
mans world which male scholars had found trivial and domestic
martha ballards comans

15

her approach was an excellent model for me as 1I tried to enter the worlds of the pioneer
women 1I encountered 1I had to enter their lives before 1I could understand them just as other
women scholars had entered the lives of their subjects

feminist critic patrocinio schweickart describes adrienne richs efforts to connect
with emily dickinson and quotes

richs description about entering dickinsons world

speeding along the massachusetts turnpike toward amherst
the speed of time in the direction of the house and buildings

rich feels herself traveling at
rich says that for years she had

been not so much envisioning emily dickinson as trying to visit to enter her mind through

ix

her poems and letters and through my own intimations of what it could have meant to be one

mid nineteenth century american geniuses and a woman living in amherst
of the two midnineteenthcentury

massachusetts

fig
116
16

schweickart sees distinctive metaphors involved in the process of reading as described

one is judicial a witness in defense of a woman writer one taking the part of the

above

mis readings that trivialize or distort her work
misleadings
woman writer against patriarchal misreadings

the second metaphor refers to a principal tenet of feminist criticism

1117
17

she states

a literary work cannot be

which it was
understood apart from the social historical and cultural context within whichit
18

written

thus rich is traveling through time to meet emily dickinson on her own premises

just as ulrich did to meet martha ballard
describing richs entrance into dickinsons house schweickart cites her movement
upstairs and into the bedroom that had been freedom for the poet in this way richs
destination of the poets mind is not just through a reading of her poems and letters As

schweickart says
adjacent buildings

to reach her heart and mind
it

one must take a detour through the house and

19

schweickart feels the metaphor of visiting is evidence of feminist critics tendency to
construe the text not as an object but as the manifestation of the subjectivity of the absent
the voice of another woman

author

which provides entrance to her mind and yet richs

approach to dickinson is personal self consciously and unabashedly subjective
1I

agree with schweickarts
arts assertion that feminist readings of female texts are
Schweick

motivated by the need to connect to recuperate or to formulate
thing

1120
20

they come to the same

the context the tradition that would link women writers to one another to women

readers and critics and to the large community of women

1121
21

certainly this was a major goal

of the study that led to my thesis

in summary feminist critical theory has engendered a variety of approaches which have
benefited me including

x

1

rewriting history to include a female perspective moving women out of

stereotypical definition and validating the importance of individual female experience
2 developing new methods of critique so that diaries journals and

autobiographies of women will not be excluded from literary canons because they

dont meet formalist criteria
3

expanding feminist theory to include elements of other major critical theories so

it can be seen as a broad based tool rather than a narrow one
4 seeking personal connection to writings by women through verbal and written

responses validating a subjective approach to historical and literary study

the combined effect of these critical methods is to expand the body of literature from
which we define what it is to be human using a metaphor from a male writer walt whitman
women are poised like whitmans noiseless patient spider standing in measureless oceans of
space seeking the spheres to connect them

feminist critical theory can produce the threads

enabling women to attach themselves to the human web of identity and experience

this was a

major goal of my study and of my thesis

women scholars and writers influenced me directly through one 1I learned about the
meaning beyond the meaning beyond the meaning 1I drove with gather
cather scholar marilyn

arnold to the gather
cather international seminar held in red cloud nebraska in the summer of
1993

there was hardly room for our luggage in the trunk as it was filled with boxes of three

by five cards thousands of them the life work of a man named john march who had

researched willa cathers allusions marilyn was compiling them into a book as she
explained

ive devoted ten years of my life to it through conversations with marilyn on

the trip hearing her presentation at the seminar and later through taking a class from her on

women authors 1I learned about loving what you study so you can make others love it as well
and sacrificing personal goals for academic goals so that the literary world is enriched for

others 1I think annie dillard uses an apt metaphor when she says

willpower has very little to do with it if you
have a little baby crying in the middle of the night and if you depend only on

writing a book is like rearing children

xi

willpower to get you out of bed to feed the baby that baby will starve you do it out of
you go to the baby out of love for
love willpower is a weak idea love is strong
that particular baby thats the same way you go to your desk theres nothing
freakish about it caring passionately about something isnt against nature and it isnt
22
against human nature its what were here to do

another thing 1I learned from marilyn arnold is the power and meaning of myth
A major goal of my study was to discover the private attitudes beneath the public images to de
ify pioneer women which 1I did in various ways however 1I see the importance of
myth
mythify

mythic public images projected by women such as willa gathers
cathers antonia and alexandra who
in their heroic size portraits intrigue and inspire us marilyn

arnold explained myth in this way

A lot of people think of myth as the opposite of truth
theres another kind of
definition myths actually are things that keep reoccurring in cultures wherever you
have people you have the myths they live by
enduring truths that repeat
themselves patterns of life and thought stories
that keep coming up and therefore
take on a symbolic cast as they dont just apply in one situation they apply in many
the myth of the earth mother or the corn goddess those kinds of things appear in
cultures all over the world these same kinds of figures these same kinds of attitudes
and practices appear in communities totally isolated from each other since they are
basic to human experience they help people shape a world because we all live in the
same world there are bound to be some things about human experience that we see
regardless of where we are
these are the enduring myths
these universal
truths are another kind of reality a deeper sort of reality 23

antonia and alexandra in their mythic presentation become this deeper sort of reality
marilyn arnold says that antonia as does alexandra

represents the pioneer woman the

immigrant who comes to this country and becomes one with the land she becomes a type as
well as an individual and that is part of myth making

ified antonia would be her
24de
de myth ifield
24

real life model annie pavelka and would have lost much of her power to inspire in my
thesis 1I examine the role of myth and reality in defining womanhood and in the process come
to see the value and limitations of each

in the thesis 1I also explore life details of a mormon woman who is in a sense mythical
emmeline B wells my research was based largely on carol cornwall madsens dissertation
A mormon woman in victorian america and my reading of welis
weils
wells diaries 1I identified
wellsdiaries

strongly with emmeline B wells her roles as a teacher a journalist a community activist a
religious leader a mother of a large family and a wife of a man preoccupied with business and

xii
xu

public life are ones 1I too have experienced reading extensively in wells diaries helped me
to see the private attitudes of depression doubt and worry that lay beneath her public image of

confidence and achievement knowing her private attitudes helped me identify with her
struggles but seeing the power of her public life was also important to me as a model of a cando woman

another scholar who was inspirational to me was maureen ursenbach beecher her
womens texts class taught me about reading between the lines asking not only what a
woman is saying but what is she not saying

1I

could write another entire thesis reading

between the lines of what 1I have written maureen beecher has suggested

silences the

unwritten spaces of womens life writings are as significant as the written lines themselves

discovering the silences in my own writing has been a revelation to me
A section of my thesis discusses my relationship with my mother in it 1I stress the

comfort she has always been to me in childhood 1I remember her holding me close in the
middle of a room while a wild electrical storm raged outside reading between the lines 1I
realize how when 1I married 1I wanted a husband who would take my mothers place who
would calm my adult fears rather than cause me to face them alone or expect me to calm his

fears
1I

write about my mother ironing my cotton dresses making sure every ruffle stood out

starched and creaseless and applying this same care to my fathers heavy work clothes what 1I

dont say is that this seems so wonderful so devoted to me because 1I hate ironing 1I resented
when my children bought cotton clothes after 1I had been liberated by polyester 1I made them
iron their own clothes in the last few years 1I iron my own clothes or my husbands clothes as

little as possible because when 1I do feelings of anger well up in me

im hot im bored 1I

resent the wrinkles that wont come out and 1I long for a return to polyester

and yet 1I feel

guilty because my mother ironed so well and willingly and to be a good woman 1I should also
1I

also write about my mother turning the jump rope for me and my friends as if there

were nothing more important in the world to do between the lines is the hidden message for

xiii
x111

my mother at that moment

at least from my vantage point

there was nothing more important

ump rope for just one period in her lifetime
to do 1I was her only child she would turn the jjump
not again and again as 1I would with six children she didnt pursue an education or a career 1I
was both to her 1I spent years pushing children on swings reading stories to them and
turning jump ropes sometimes in joy and sometimes in boredom but for me there were other

important things to do 1I wanted a teaching certificate later to write a column to do an oral
history project to get my masters degree and 1I had to fight the guilt that things other than my
children were very important to me now at age seventynine
seventy nine my mother openly wonders
should she have done things just for herself

pursued a higher education or experienced a

career has being the supportive audience to the others of her life been enough

so 1I am

now reading the silences between the lines of my mothers life

in doing my thesis 1I have read the words and tried to read the silences of womens
lives now 1I send both my words and my silences out through my thesis to be read by other

women
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october 1993

1I

beginning
mid september my husband and 1I loaded our dodge van with books on pioneer
in midseptember

women copies of their diaries journals letters and photographs

we were going to

retrace the mormon and oregon trails as a part of a year long study 1I was doing of pioneer
women through a national endowment for the humanitiesreaders
Humanities Readers digest teacher

scholar grant

the official title of my research project was nineteenth century pioneer

women public images and private attitudes

our suitcases and ice chest were safely stowed beneath the makeshift bed we had
constructed in the back of the van our mattress consisted of two futons placed side by
side certainly more comfortable than the straw ticks of my pioneer ancestors As 1I covered
the futons with sheets and placed a comforter on top something seemed wrong 1I ran into
the house climbed the stairs to the attic and opened an old storage trunk pulling out a

wedding gift quilt

the top had been pieced by granny pectol

my husbands grandmother

and the quilting done by his mother golda As 1I replaced the comforter smoothing the

quilt over the sheets the pieces of fabric in their multi
colored patterns reflected what 1I
multicolored
thought might have been a similar brightness in a pioneer wagon

my husband neal laughed at my calling our van a modem
day covered wagon
modemday
flour
having read numerous pioneer womens diaries 1I supported my choice of epithets our

van is the same length as a typical wagon and one foot wider as well

despite

comparative size what a difference in speed comfort and convenience
shift cotton
makeshift
the need for privacy existed at both times we attached our make
curtains to velcro bits above our windows to seal ourselves off from outside eyes when

1I

changing clothes or sleeping pioneers hung blankets over their wagon openings or
concealed themselves in the relative privacy of tents

for bathroom needs we would have the convenience of enclosed stalls in public
restrooms women on pioneer treks if fortunate had brush or trees otherwise they could
spread skirts of women companions
widespread
be veiled on vast empty prairies only by the wide

no wonder so many women expressed profound sorrow at the loss of a woman traveling
companion as wagon parties split up or women died
mattress topped homeeach night of the trip we would sleep comfortably on our mattresstopped
made bed in the back of the van pioneers may have slept as comfortably on their feather
ticks if they could replace the less desirable straw ticks with this soft comfort

the ticks

would have been placed on top of the supplies that would have more than filled the bed of
the wagon

dried apples
1

1000 pounds of flour 100 pounds of sugar 10 pounds of rice 10 pounds of
1

bushel of beans 5 pounds of dried peaches 20 pounds of dried pumpkin

pound tea 5 pounds coffee a few pounds of dried beef or bacon

this is only a partial

1846 edition of the nauvoo
list suggested for a family of five in the october 29
291846

neighbor in contrast how easy for me to fill a storage box and an ice chest that could be
readily refilled every two days

for lunch 1I had planned sandwiches spread with my homemade raspberry jam
pioneer women may have had their bread spread with homemade jams also but theirs
would have been made on woodburning
west heat of late
wood burning stoves bottled in the humid mid
midwest

summer not prepared in an air
airconditioned
conditioned house as my jam had been my bread would
be picked up at stop n shops along the way pioneer women would have kneaded their

bread while riding in a wagon setting it to rise ready to be baked by the evening stop

day stop called noonin
boonin
midday
the mid

in their diaries was too short for baking cold food

was the order here
1I

wondered if women sometimes read books during these stops or even tried to

read as wagons bumped along making letters jump about on pages 1I had my store of

2

books and typescripts on pioneer life in an extra cooler placed between the front seats of

our van for easy access my library as neal called it
good bye to children old
As we pulled out of our familiar driveway and waved goodbye
enough to care for themselves for two weeks 1I wondered what similarities and what

the steps of pioneer women 1I also
differences 1I would discover as 1I tried to follow in
inthe
wondered about what problems we might encounter
long in coming

the first morning after spending

the meaning of problem was not

the night in lyman colorado we awoke

to find our car battery dead A crisis but a minor one

we had battery cables and found a

jump start the car 1I told a frustrated husband
neighboring camper willing to help jumpstart

its

better than the oxen dying

he grinned weakly
being steeped in tales of pioneer miracles 1I suggested he lay hands on the battery
and command it to start

he mumbled ill lay hands on the battery
fortunately a few blocks away was georges repair shop and an auto parts
store

we stopped for expert diagnosis and had a new battery installed while my husband

and 1I ordered a breakfast of ham and eggs at a local cafe
As we waited for our food 1I said

you werent here

you know 1I would be completely panicked if

id be worried that a repairman would tell me 1I needed a whole new

engine and 1I wouldnt know whether to believe him or not 1I keep thinking about the

importance of friendly or skilled people trustworthy ones 1I wonder how pioneers felt
when they had problems and needed help

yes 1I wonder too neal said as the waitress placed our plates on the table
finding someone else desperately in need of something how many would take advantage
ask an exorbitant price
1

I sometimes think about the death of traveling companions oxen if we were

forced to haul another familys possessions along with our own what resentments would

3

creep in

here we had money and a credit card for our needs what about pioneers who

werent so fortunate

we finished our meal and my husband paid for the breakfast and then for the
repairs at georges repair shop secure with a new battery in place we got in the van and

headed eastward toward nauvoo illinois where our westward trek would commence just
as it had for many of our ancestors 1I wondered what new definitions of womanhood 1I

would discover on this journey would it metaphorically become my path of connection to

pioneer women to origins to self definition and maybe even to future possibilities
As we drove 1I thought about the nature of faith in the 1800s on the prairies and

plains not a sunday school faith expressed theoretically in classes once a week but a faith

tested and tried in the mundane ifs of each day

finding enough buffalo chips to build a

fire being able to cure illness far from a doctors help putting one foot in front of another

despite the force of winds the scorch of sun or the pelt of rain having borne six children

myself 1I identified with women who underwent pregnancy and childbirth on the westward
trek like those lillian schlissel describes in womens diaries of the westward journey

pulling her book from my cooler library

1I

read aloud

such women would have a need to believe in god each release from death was a
miraculous chance to seize another year in which to encircle oneself again with the
comforting rituals of daily routine perhaps the detailed patternmaking
pattern making the recounting
of trivial daily tasks that one finds in the womens diaries was the necessary
I
counterbalance in a life pitted against catastrophe
1

Schlis sels book was only one of many 1I had read to expand my vision of pioneer
schlissels
women reared on mormon folk tales of sunbonneted saints 1I saw the westering woman
as the stereotypical sturdy helpmate and civilizer of the frontier pulling out another book

1800 1915 1I read sandra myres
westering women and the frontier experience 18001915

description of this ideal woman
grimfaced determination clad in gingham or linsey woolsey
she trod westward with grimfaced
her face wreathed in a sunbonnet baby at breast rifle at the ready bravely awaited
unknown dangers and dedicated herself to removing wilderness from both man and
land and restoring civilization as rapidly as possible
she was a woman of some
culture and refinement domestic submissive but sturdy moral the guardian of all

4

that was fine and decent
the sturdy helpmate could fight indians kill the bear in
the barn make two pots of lye soap and do a weeks wash before dinnertime and still
have the cabin neat the children clean and a good meal on the table when her husband
came in from the fields all without a word of complaint or even a hint of an ache or a
pain she was the madonna of the prairies the brave pioneer mother the gentle
tamer so familiar in western literature 2

attempting to expand my narrow view 1I asked many questions through this
process 1I discovered real pioneer women who eclipsed myth with their personal reality

attempting to understand the private attitudes of individual pioneer women beneath the
public images crafted by historians and writers 1I had cause to question my own private
attitudes sometimes submerged beneath a public demeanor 1I crafted for myself probing

became my tool for discovery womens experiences and feelings as revealed in pioneer
diaries and memoirs connected and collided with my own 1I viewed life my owned paired
with that of pioneer women from both the outside in and the inside out

wanting to understand female pioneer roles 1I had read historians definitions of
womens place in the saga of the west

to refresh my memory 1I pulled out a few more

books and glanced through them some historians felt that women had a limited place and

chose to interpret the westering movement in masculine terms because after all women
according to T A larson

did not lead expeditions command troops build railroads

drive cattle ride pony express find gold amass great wealth get elected to high public
office rob stages or lead lynch mobs

3

oriented vision defined womens views
maleoriented
other historians unhappy with this male

about pioneering

women were generally reluctant to go west

their life there

whether on an isolated farm or in a frontier community was one of unending toil and

unnatural labor

suicides and insanity were common

their trail journals with their

relentless record
keeping of the graves passed were ultimately indictments of men
recordkeeping

4

A

common assessment in nineteeth
ninetieth century accounts by both men and women who traveled
in the west was that western women were

were both slovenly and unfeminine

11

5

coarse crude unlettered drudges who

some writers exploited the soiled dove image of

5

women like belle star or the calamity jane who drank smoked and cursed and was
gun and a horse
handy with a poker deck a six
sixgun

6

john faragher concluded that the western experience did not provide women
freedom new opportunities or more equal status but left them confined to the domestic
space left without social power
husbands

7

dependent for status upon their relationship with their

in contrast julie roy jeffrey characterized pioneer women as courageous

and successful in meeting the challenges of frontier life

passive but active

they

not weak but strong

triumphed over frontier conditions heroically

not

8

when 1I was initially confronted with varying historical views 1I tried to resolve the
confusion about westering womens reality through studying art literature diaries and
memoirs through this process 1I discovered that women in the american west reflected a
variety of social class educational racial ethnic marital and religious backgrounds

within each broad group women were individuals who reacted differently to similar
environments and challenges each womans perception of the west was shaped by
complex factors coloring her responses 1I thought of the difficulty in defining modem

american women or modem mormon women or for that matter any individual woman 1I
was intrigued by the difficulty escaping constricting definition could women become free
to change their image less able to limit attitudes

myself a strength rather than a weakness

was my lifelong struggle to define

could similar struggles strengthen other

women

6

2
adam ondi ahman
we drove long hours hurrying

to cross the flat terrain of kansas and then headed

across missouri A half
days drive from our nauvoo destination we decided to stop at
halfdays

adam ondi ahman in missouri before going on

adam ondi ahman is a lush and verdant valley it gained spiritual significance for
early mormons when they learned it was the place where adam shall come to visit his
people or the ancient of days shall sit

99

when my husband and 1I visited in september

crickets swarmed around us chirping a steady hum walking the path to the valley lookout point we brushed them off our clothing and risked crushing them under our feet 1I
wondered if they had been here in equal abundance in pioneer times a menace to crops or

just an irritation to fastidious housewives

we surveyed the wide valley reconstructing

the location of various buildings with

help from our guide book my husband said how would it be to have such a vision of
life one that could make you so devoted

we talked about sacrifice and martyrdom and

the exercise of spiritual gifts 1I thought about the common occurrences of early

mormonism

visions speaking in tongues blessings by women

things that might be

interpreted as signs of fanatical religion by many people today

after crossing a bridge at keokuk and winding along the mississippi we stopped
near nauvoo watching the sky turn crimson 1I thought about mormon pioneer women
and questioned the nature of their devotion

they like me must have watched the sunset

perhaps satisfied to add another day of building zion perhaps relieved to end another day

of drudgery some must have welcomed the cool and restful night ahead some must

7

have dreaded a fretful night of weighing conscience evaluating self against the principles

of the gospel

for many women nights demanded the tending of malarial children

husbands and neighbors

for others nights meant nursing babies

in winter looking across the mississippi many women must have remembered the
39 how could they continue to trust in a new zion
freezing missouri exodus of 1838
183839

how could they renew faith in gods love for them perhaps their ability to praise god in
their success and to believe he was chastening and refining them in their failure sustained

belief in summer women must have watched the rivers smooth flow and wished for that
same tranquillity in their own lives wanting sickness persecution and poverty to fade
away like ripples on the river some must have longed to board a steamer to see nauvoo

disappear in the boats wake to regain the security of prosperous farms and respected town
life left behind others must have seen the rivers power and pulled it to themselves a

channel to direct their faith husbands brothers and sons leaving on river boats for
missions became the casting of bread on the water that returned hundreds of converts in
1845 trials in nauvoo became the impetus for the great mormon westward movement a

migration that eventually brought my european ancestors to utah men and women
veri ties in the comparative ease but
verities
struggling to define the eternal verifies
hut increasing complexity

of the present 1I try to define them also

and 1I too now send off missionaries my second son gone before my first
returned after sharing a room in our home most of their lives jeremy and chris would
not see each other for almost four years

chris left twenty months before his younger brother not on a mississippi river boat
but on a 747 jet destined for caracas venezuela 1I can picture him in my mind how he
looked just before disappearing into the tunnel ramp leading to the airplane so grownup
grown up
appearing in his dark suit used to seeing him in a basketball uniform football
and slender
slenderappearing
pads or casual school clothes 1I kept peering after him hoping to savor the memory of this

new son this missionary son and my last two hours with him for two years

8

our family met chris at the salt lake airport even though we had to drive by
provo to get to salt lake we didnt pick up our son

he was escorted in a missionary van

he seemed like the old chris of two months previous animated and active still displaying
a helpful attitude attentive to his companion whose parents were two states away 1I was
glad we could be there in person

chris talked constantly 1I wonder if he thought conversation would keep me from
crying whatever he thought the constant flow of information occupied my mind enough
to stifle some of the emotion 1I felt 1I was busy getting last minute photos

chris with his

companion with his grandma with his brother and sister with his dad

so wed each

have a memory of our moment with him

we gave chris a few small gifts that he could carry in his backpack 1I gave him a
grandfathers mission diary
copied section from his great
greatgrandfathers

EP pectol had left from salt

eighty seven years to the day before chrisdeparture
chris departure
lake to travel to new zealand exactly eightyseven
for venezuela port pectol traveled by train to vancouver and then made his way by ship
to

new zealand maybe it was better to have weeks for transition rather than hours 1I

grandfather
wanted chris to read the carefully penned words of his great
greatgrandfather

to know that

though technology changes the human heart remains the same those missionaries who
waved from river boats and the women who waved back from the dock at nauvoo must
have shared many of our feelings
As our sons
sonts plane was leaving my husband said

needed any money

we forgot to ask chris if he

two hours to say and do all the important things and we had sent

our son penniless to a foreign country

all the dont leave home without it

we both were amazed at our lack of foresight

credit card ads and their facsimiles flashed before my

eyes 1I calmed down knowing we could wire money to venezuela through our local bank

chris didnt have to travel like many of the early mormon missionaries without purse or
scrip

it

9

1I

felt those women who typically sent husbands rather than sons on missions from

nauvoo must have had the same bitter
sweet feelings that 1I experienced the pain of
bittersweet
separation and the fear of the unknown offset by the joyful conviction that my missionary
would be helping other people improve their lives and be developing his own spirituality

provo
1I
center
was
in
the
go
to
to
missionary
days
training
two
before
chris
the
was in a high school english workshop for six hours a day 1I was relieved to fill my mind
with the other in my life

books and students and lesson plans and objectives to be with

people who didnt know or didnt remember that wednesday june 8 was the big day

conferences and conversations helped me not remember the inevitability of that day
alternately anticipated and dreaded by me coming ever closer

but when 1I returned home from the workshop reminders surrounded me mission
instruction letters and information covered the dining room table reread the book of

mormon

check your drivers license and other documents to make sure they will
mil not
mii

expire in the mission field

complete all vaccinations and inoculations

that

requirement had bothered me since the series of shots had begun 1I remembered a time
when chris was about twelve when he ripped off his catchers mask at a baseball game to
reveal lips starting to swell when we got him to the emergency room his eyes were
swollen too A shot reversed the reaction
gripped me

we never knew to what A momentary fear

what if there were something in venezuela to trigger a reaction

what if

there were no emergency room

the women in nauvoo sent missionaries

off without inoculations their faith in

gods power had to replace hope for an emergency room doctor As the river boats
blurred did those
disappeared down the mississippi and the faces of missionaries became bluffed
women return to homes and remember

the day before chris left

1I

had watched him from our upstairs windows as he put

on a maroon helmet arranged his tall muscular frame on the three wheeler and

conscientiously called out

ill be on the west mountain

10

up by the radio tower but ill be

home before dark

he pushed his foot hard to start the engine and then he roared off

1I

watched his childhood trail behind him knowing 1I wanted to hold him back wanted him
home before dark to my home not somebody alses
elses each night

1I

remained a long time

at the window long after vision and sound had disappeared 1I stood and looked at the

empty road A century and a half ago nauvoo women must have looked from their
windows at the vacant river
As darkness descended over the mississippi minute lights blinking on and off

caught my attention

they were fireflies momentarily glittering here and there in the grass

one spark and then another and another dancing along the grassy banks

the red and gold

of sunset had faded from the sky and the moon shone its rays making a silvered path on
hi a velvet sky seeming as tiny as the fireflies
the water stars were pinpoints of light in

around us 1I wondered at the easy distortion of our perceptions

111
I 1I

3
sochet
societ Y garden
relief society
my husband and 1I drove to the mormon visitorscenter
center at nauvoo and toured the
visitors
Visitor sCenter
displays then we entered the adjacent

relief society sculpture garden the statues

lighted only by soft illumination and framed by foliage took on a spiritual aspect during
arden paths we were both unusually quiet
our slow stroll along the 9garden
11

we sat on a bench

held hands and remained silent consumed with our own thoughts

neal interrupted my reverie

lets walk around one more time

As 1I had viewed the statues the first time memories of significant events had come

back with vividness

the statue of emma and joseph smith recalled when my husband

and 1I first fell in love the trust 1I had in him and the hopes 1I held for our future

the woman

around the roses
in a circular dance with children reminded me when 1I had played ring
ringaroundtheroses
with my own small children

the young woman sitting erect

long hair soft on her

shoulders and back an open book in her lap made me think of my daughter kirsten who
from childhood had read constantly

the secret garden the box car children

and

heidi books L1I too had loved as a child these had changed into hundreds of other more
grown up books over the years books wed talked about together
grownup

on our second tour of the garden my husband and 1I stopped before a statue of a
small child toddling on unsteady legs from one parent to another

neal said remember when kerri took her first steps 1I was at work and you
called to tell me shed walked alone

im glad you were there to see her steps 1I wish id

been there

12

im glad
1

too 1I wrote the date in her baby book

I havent been as good with the younger childrens books

1I

felt a tinge of guilt as 1I said
1I

started to move on but

neal pulled me back
directing my gaze he said look where the child is in relation to the parents

right in the middle right between them what are you trying to say
do you ever feel that our children are in the middle right between us not
you say im too harsh and 1I say youre too lenient and we

physically but emotionally

never seem to come to a compromise

11

youre right its so much harder now with teenagers sometimes 1I wish they
were little again and all we were trying to do was get them to walk

it is hard
shoulders

1

neal pulled me to the statue of a father arms resting around his sons

I wish it were that easy to be close to sons to give them advice and have them

really believe you know whats best really believe you have their interests at heart
1I

replied

its the same way for mothers with daughters

or sons sometimes

children really trust you and sometimes they want to try their own ways of living
hesitated and then added

1I

maybe the problem comes when they see our mistakes and

limitations in the closeness of a family you cant hide those things very well our
children see our imperfections and think that there must be a better way

maybe there is

we moved to a sculpture of a woman her hands molding a head of clay 1I asked
neal what does that remind you of

what do you want me to say he responded that women need an avocation
personal development a creative life would that make you happy

yes it would if you really believed it
judy you want it all

to be a teacher a writer a mother a wife it doesnt

work that way something has to give

13

1

I know something has to give but 1I just keep thinking if 1I run fast enough and

juggle to meet everyones needs 1I can have it all

11

you know what ends up giving dont you

no what
ayou
you
1you
1I

11

thought about the unfairness of wanting too much the unfairness not only to me

but to my husband and children 1I wondered if men felt guilt for wanting too much could
men help women feel less guilt 1I also thought about the ideal love and family closeness

portrayed in the statues which our family only sometimes achieved 1I felt a personal sense

of loss as im sure other women honest in viewing their own families must have felt in
that same garden 1I was comforted by remembering the humor of a cartoon 1I saw some
years ago in the cartoon a modem mormon family is posed for a family snapshot in front

of an ideal family statue grouping in contrast to the statue family who stand smiling
arms lovingly intertwined the real family looks disheveled after the monumental effort of
getting five children to order themselves into a line A toddler stretching one of her

mothers arm to its ultimate limit is trying to run off attempting to restrain the unruly
child while balancing a baby on her hip the mother manages a feeble if vacant smile
1I

wonder what ideal nauvoo pioneer families would think hearing themselves

preserved in the heroic permanence of folk tales or in the romanticized language of
historical memoir would they recognize themselves

or would

they struggle as 1I did

viewing the statues in the sculpture garden at the divergence between the real and the ideal
ilke when hundreds of log cabins stood
like
booklike
looklike
what did historical nauvoo really look

among the brick buildings owned by the more affluent and now beautifully restored when

streets were teeming with horses wagons livestock busy workmen hurried housewives
and racing children

14

bathsheba smiths letters to her husband apostle george A who served frequent
mormon missions give glimpses of early nauvoo and the reality of everyday family life

her unconventional spelling lends a sense of educational reality also
in a letter dated sabbath morning nauvoo july 16th 1843
baby son

bathsheba tells of their

george A has had the measels in addition to his coald and cutting teeth

1I

binse
expect he was exposed to the measels on the fourth of july 1I have not went to meeting sinse

you left but stay at home sickness has kept me if nothing else but 1I think home is the best
place for me this hot weather

10

in the same letter she reveals her love for her husband

it seems to me 1I could not

wish to enjoy my self better than to sit under the sound of your rich and lovely voice and

hear you unfold the rich treasure of your mind even the sound of your footstep would be
music in my eare
care 1I all most forget 1I am a lone whilest
whitest 1I fancy to my self how happy 1I
should be

the baby is waking

1I

must quit writing for the presant

it
1I I1
141

A letter dated june 15th 1844 tells of the mormons destruction of the nauvoo
lawites
la
expositor printing office stating that the apostate lewites
wites william and wilson law and

their associates

scanlelous thing it was
had printed one paper and a scanlelous

12

tells
telis
she then tens

newi cence so the atharities went and burnt and disstroyed
diss troyed the press
how it was a newicence

13

in

ath 1844 she comments on the deaths of joseph and hyrum
another letter dated july 6th
carthage on the 27 of june and on 28 they weere
fled at carthag
Kili
smith saying they were kilifled
kililled
kiil nned
beere

braught home and such a day of mourning never was seen it paines me to write such a
painfully
pain full tale but the
painfull

lord

had comforted our harts in a mesure

14

following the martyrdom when the need for exodus became evident bathsheba
describes how nauvoo in the fall of 1844 became one vast mechanic shop
turned her own parlor over to workmen to be used as a paint shop for wagons

15

she

the reality

of historical nauvoo in both family and civic life was not the quiet peace that visitors
observe there today

15

4
restored nauvoo
amidst the mild confusion of my normal home 1I sometimes think that 1I would love
dusted or ash
flourdusted
to be back in restored nauvoo in the cleanness of a bakery never flour
dirtied because nothing is ever baked there in a nursery always neat because no toys are
ever scattered there in a bedroom whose four poster bed is neatly covered by a finely
stitched patchwork quilt never unmade because no one ever sleeps there 1I would love to
live in the order of a perfectly preserved past

or would 1I would 1I miss the feel of dough

on my hands the yeasty smell of baking bread the laughter of playing children and the

cozy warmth of cuddling covered by tumbled quilts

would 1I even miss the pain of a

childs illness of a loved ones absence of a religious dream challenged

yes 1I think 1I

would

but there are moments in the clutter of my kitchen when 1I want to transport myself
back to nauvoo to the fantasy land of the nauvoo bakery a restored 1840s model
designed to create the flavor of nineteenth century goodies production hostesses even
drawn wagon
horsedrawn
give visitors gingerbread men to munch on as they leave to mount the horse
that will take them on tour of other notable nauvoo buildings after commenting on the
spotless kitchen 1I was informed that the gingerbread men were baked in a kitchen
timess
ole bakery no wonder women can stand in the confines
oie
the
mess up die
elsewhere so as not to eimess

of the small front room and idealize about how fun it would have been to roll pie crusts cut
tables
delectables
cookie dough and knead bread in the nineteenth century popping the resulting delec
into a piping hot oven to bake and release savory smells through the house and

neighborhood modem women conveniently forget the factor that makes pioneer baking in
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i1yine
tine

tne
the restored past of the present seem so enjoyable the replacement of hundred degree
conditions
ng
conditioning
summer heat with seventytwo
seventy two degree air conditioni

reviewing my own feelings about baking ive always maintained that modem
women made a big mistake a century or so ago when they brought the cook shack located
adjacent to the main house and equipped with servants into the main building

they

should have kept runners bringing food already prepared to only be served at the main
table

my personal history of homemaking could be a book entitled discovery and
disillusionment one chapter would definitely be entitled birthday cakes and would
exponential resources when my first child turned two 1IL like any self
draw on my vast experiential
60s knew that good mothers made decorated birthday cakes and
respecting woman in the gos
so 1I began a series of monumental failures that make the edsel car look like a success

one of my early disasters was a circus cake which in the magazine looked
wonderful with little plastic animals prancing around a center pole dutifully 1I went to the
dime store and purchased small colored creatures 1I baked a cake frosted it with chocolate
icing and proceeded to place the animals in a circle

they began sinking into the brown

icing deeper and deeper ending up almost submerged it was too late to bake another
cake so 1I used my creativity to salvage the situation 1I called it

the labrea tar pits

and

explained to a rapt group of threeyearolds
three year olds about the animals trapped in the tar of
prehistoric california and thereby preserved for scientific study today

another cake was white and was to have rose petals made from rolled pink gum
drops and stems and leaves made from rolled green gum drops in the process of being
frosted one side of the top layer caved in but again 1I was not daunted 1I continued piling
on white seven minute icing and called the cake avalanche

the pink gum drops became

the heads of disappearing skiers and the green stems the ski
pants covered legs of the less
skipantscovered

fortunate
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another year for a winter birthday party 1I made a snowman cake 1I even bought a
pan to bake the batter in to get the right shape
piling on the frosting things changed

the shape looked good but when 1I started

the snowman began to look more and more

appalling 1I solved this one by throwing white coconut over the whole thing and calling it

bigfoot

one year 1I got really brave and tried a castle cake complete with turrets a moat and
a drawbridge

of work the walls were cracking the turrets were
after four hours ofwork

tumbling and the drawbridge was collapsing into the moat

we ended up calling this one

french castle after being sacked by the english

now all of my cakes werent failures one that worked out well was a halloween
cake which involved me simply cutting away parts of a rectangle to make it look like a
ghost icing it with fluffy white frosting and placing two half egg shells on the ghost for
eyes inside the egg shells 1I placed two lemon extract soaked sugar cubes and burned
them turning out all the lights to serve my creation

this cake had the added advantage of

being viewed in the dark

one fathers day 1I decided to extend my cake baking skills such as they were into
a new arena 1I made my husband a cake it was rectangular and was supposed to look like
a shirt and tie 1I made the shirt yellow and the tie blue proudly on the morning of fathers

day 1I presented the cake to neal our four year old kerri was beside me beaming
neal viewed the cake vertically looked perplexed turned itft to a horizontal position
and still looked confused next he turned it upside down shook his head and went back to
the horizontal view

guess
1I

he said what is it being young and full of confidence

1I

said

peering at the horizontal view he said A whale but why is the ocean yellow

turned the cake vertically and showed him how it was obviously a shirt and tie 1I then

mentioned how kerri had helped me make it

young would
be cake decorators take some advice from an old amateur always
wouldbe
involve a fouryearold
four year old in decorating then you have someone to blame when the cake
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doesnt turn out

to the recipient

childs name is baked you a cake

you can say something like kerri
kem or whatever the

whats a father grandfather or grandmother to say

other than why how sweet or isnt that cute

looking back over the years 1I have only had one cake that was always successful
and that was the bunny cake

1I

clipped the recipe from a magazine about thirty years ago

and the egg flour oil sugar and food coloring stains on the recipe card attest to much

would be cake decorators free of charge
use below 1I offer the instructions to young wouldbe

mix the cake batter placing half in an eight inch round cake pan and half in a nine
inch square cake pan

after baking and cooling cut pieces for bunny ears and a large bow

tie from the square arranging these around the circle bunny face spread dream whip

tinted coconut
bunny and top with pink
cakebunny
frosting over the cake
pinktinted

if you have children like mine who cant stand coconut omit that you can make the
bunnys eyes from sliced gum drops or wafer mints or even large buttons if you havent
planned ahead the nose from a gum drop or large marshmallow and the mouth from a
yarn in desperation
curved string of red licorice or even yam

my oldest daughter called me for the foolproof
fool proof bunny cake recipe as she was about
to give a birthday party for her two year old my first grandchild so 1I know this cake has a

bright future now the problem with bunny cakes is they can only be used when children
are fairly young serve a bunny cake at your eightyearold
eight year old sons neighborhood birthday

party and watch him become a laughing stock

the solution then is a simple one

call your local bakery one friend of mine every

time shes requested to bring her favorite recipe to a bridal shower just gives the

prospective bride the address of a bakery thereby assuring a long and successful marriage

our local bakery for a nominal cost over the years since 1I wisely gave up home
decorated cakes has been able to produce for me cakes that imitated soccer players
scou ters ballet dancers peanuts characters disney cartoon
scouters
basketball teams campers shouters
stars and graduates

this has saved me countless hours of time cleaning up the kitchen and
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myself after being hit in the face with frosting coming out the wrong end of an incorrectly
squeezed decorating tube and the mental turmoil of making up logical names for failed

cakes
friends invited birthday
when our youngest child turned twelve 1I gave my last friendsinvited
fifty five parties
party after fiftyfive
child was two years old

1I

five children times eleven since 1I didnt start parties till each

figured 1I had earned retirement status

for noelles birthday and my finale as a birthday party giver noelle selected a
pre teens talking on telephones
bakery cake design which featured preteens

the cake decorator

produced a cake that brought approving oohs and aaas
aahs from noelles admiring friends 1I
shudder to think what my efforts would have produced

the telephone lines would have

teen girls strangling creatures
likely resembled tentacles from a giant squid and the pre
preteen
from the bottom of the sea and we would have had to rename the cake

terror at 2000

fathoms

if you happen to visit the nauvoo bakery or any other restored pioneer bakery ask
sampie goodies
the sample
to leave fantasy land and visit the kitchen where they really prepare thesample

the flour dusted over everything

the lumps of cookie dough glued to the floor the mass

of sticky dishes and encrusted pans in the sink and the pile of deformed and rejected
gingerbread men will cure any nostalgia you might have for the good old days
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5
nauvoo
an early photograph of nauvoo shows numerous

wooden buildings intermingled

with the statelier brick houses which have been restored these one or two room cabins
often housed large families curiously the how of raising many children in such a small
space is never explained this amazing feat becoming another addition to the myth of

pioneer ingenuity

the why of so many children is another provocative question the

nursery rhyme parody there was an old woman who lived in a shoe she had so many
children cause she didnt know what to do reflects a common belief about why pioneer
women had large families because of victorian mores pregnancy is seldom mentioned in
diaries and journals brief entries about not feeling well or being put to bed are

followed with the announcement of a boy or girl birth control is even less talked about

elizabeth hampsten in read this only to yourself the private writings ofmidwestem
of midwestern
women 18801910
1880 1910 probes pioneer family planning
quoting from confidential letters
planningquoting
exchanged between women suggesting caiendarin
calen
calendaring
calendarin
calendaria9 safe days using a preventative device
1.1

pessairre
1.00
called a pessaiffe
Pes saiffe
Pessa
irre which cost loo
100 and was used to treat a tipped uterus as well and
nursing children until the ageos
age of two
ageof
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for some women pregnancy prevention required extreme solutions christina
germanrussian
neher a german
russian immigrant homesteading in oregon in the early 1900s received
unsolicited help from an older and wiser german neighbor after the birth of christines
second child one year after her first frau jaeger installed christine her one year old and

her newborn daughter otillia
ottilia in her unused summer kitchen warning christines
husband ludwig to leave her alone

less than two months after his wifes delivery
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him
hlin
complaining about not having his wife with hirn

it

die natur verlangts nature demands

ludwig came to see christine but was barred from entry by frau jaeger who told him

he should abstain

follst fast haben christina returned to her own home when the
du sollst

summer kitchen was again needed by the jaegers seventeen months after the birth of

ottilia she bore her third child without frau jaeger as a buffer nature demands it won

nehers tried other methods
out As christina bore five more children one wonders if the behers
of birth control which failed
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they may have followed one prominent nineteenth

century doctors advice of restricting intercourse to the safe time in the middle of the
menstrual cycle a recommendation which might account for the high birth rate among

numerous pioneer women
1I
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empathize with christine because of my own fertility however unlike many

pioneer brides 1I with my husband determined when to have a child our first kerri
and a half years later and
was bom
born eighteen months after our wedding michael two
twoandahalf

born six years later
and a half years after that the fourth child chris was bom
kirsten two
twoandahalf
and was planned also 1I became pregnant with jeremy while 1I was nursing chris

pioneer mothers didnt find this method foolproof either

noelle was conceived when 1I

six and jeremy was one having confirmed that a sixth was on the way
was thirty
thirtysix
a need to tell my teenage daughter the news

1I

1I

felt

was standing by the dryer folding diapers

for my one year old when she approached the laundry room sink trying to sound as
casual and cheerful as 1I could 1I said guess what were going to have another little
littie baby
at our house

kerri eyed me with disbelief and burst out youve got to be kidding
weeks later my mother visiting and newly aware of my condition

know where babies come from

asked

A few

dont you

my students must have had similar thoughts teaching

half day assignment
sophomore english in three different classrooms on my halfday

id navigate

crowded high school halls balancing books on my abdomen as student whispers followed
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me Is she pregnant again

in a little more than three years 1I had borne three children

pioneer fertility with or without planning doesnt surprise me

my husband was present in the delivery room at the births of our last three children
something not allowed in the california hospitals where our first three children were bom
born
in the 1960s 1I was comforted by the priesthood blessing he gave to me during each of my

labors

his strong hands laid on my head and his reassuring voice seemed to calm my

fears about imminent delivery
A missionary guide in nauvoo said that sacred ordinances were performed in the

upper rooms of the mormon temple day and night beginning in december of 1845 for the

day saints preparing to abandon illinois perhaps blessings of health and
faithful latter
latterday
protection made pregnant recipients feel immune from the difficulties of delivery during the

bom in the ice bound tent
westward trek eliza R snow reported that nine babies were born
town of sugar creek across the mississippi one night in february of 1846
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historian

zion says that most of the women would
wallace stegner in his book the gathering of
ofzion
not have had to bear their children in the snow if they had not chosen to

no one actually

is pressing them this hard they could stay a week or a month and have their babies under a

roof but it is as if they covet the opportunity to drop their young like animals in any crude
1120
20
gods
shelter available to
chosen people
eliza R snows biographer maureen

born statement made by snow in the 1870s was one that
beecher feels the nine babies bom
had been embellished in the way of folklore used to engender public sympathy beecher

explains that many women did stay behind in nauvoo to have their babies coming west
later diantha clayton being one example

for those women who chose to travel in late

pregnancy delivery in a tent or wagon rather than a home in nauvoo may have been seen
as a sign of faith and dedication a way of defying the power of gentile persecution

after leaving nauvoo my husband and 1I drove across iowa 1I rested on a bed in
the back as our van creaked and rattled along a rough stretch of road for a few minutes 1I

imagined being a pioneer woman in labor pushing to deliver a child 1I contrasted my own
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berthing
birthing
hospital births made bearable by anesthetic with painful pioneer birthing

the matter of

fact nature of so many accounts amazes me nancy hunt a woman traveling overland to

california writes
while the young folks were having their good times some of the mothers were
giving birth to their babes 1I wonder if a cause and effect relationship is unwittingly
born in our company that summer my cousin emily
implied here three babies were bom
the
ibe
gave birth to a son in utah forty miles north of great salt lake one evening
and the next morning she traveled on until noon when a stop was made and another
child was born
bom this time susan longmire was the mother made happy by the advent
of little ellen the third birth was to the wife of my cousin jacob zumwalt who gave
birth to a daughter while traveling in the sierra nevada to this baby they gave the
21
nevada21
name ofalice
allce
alice nevada
of aiice

roxana cheny foster a woman of 36 traveling to california in 1854 tells of
stopping with no other wagon near

we set up our tent and before twelve oclock a baby

bom in ogden
boy was bom
born to us probably the first person born
then went slowly on

122
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we rested three days and

the entry is so brief that 1I question the things

unsaid roxana

expresses no concern about bearing a child with only the help of her husband no longing
for another woman who had borne children and could understand her pain she mentions
no sense of relief at the childs first cry that he had survived delivery and that she no

longer had to worry where and when and how her child would be born
1I

pre natal care taking
prepared for the birth of my first child by getting regular prenatal

supplemental vitamins quitting work in my sixth month and avoiding long trips after the
seventh month 1I also took classes in preparation for childbirth each subsequent
pregnancy was equally protected my mother came to help after each birth

my oldest

daughter has sonograms during her pregnancies 1I come to help her after deliveries
pioneer diaries chronicle pregnancy as unremarkable when they even mention it lillian

schlissel in womens diaries of the westward journey says
childbearing did not in any degree alter the determination to emigrate the decision to
make the journey rested with the men and farm men of the early nineteenth century
were not inclined to excuse women from their daily responsibilities to prepare for the
occasion of childbirth women were expected to be strong enough to serve the
common needs of the day and strong enough to meet the uncommon demands as well
the society of emigrants yielded little comfort to frailty or timidity or for that matter
motherhood 23
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6
corydon
must stop for us we had heard of the towns
corydon iowa was a definite muststop
historical museum which covered a whole block when we arrived we were disappointed
to find a closed sign on the door walking to the service station fast food place across the

street we asked who we might call

try wilma west

a clerk told the cashier who looked up the number in the

telephone book for us after two rings a vigorous and refined voice answered wilma

west speaking may 1I help you

we explained our desire to see the museum and get on with our jjourney
ourney
bourney

ill meet your there in twenty minutes

wilma answered and she did

with a name like wilma west she could have been a rodeo queen or a fictional

louis lamour character but she wasnt she was better than both a petite dynamic
retired school teacher who had spent the better part of her life enlightening children and
now spent time enlightening museum visitors with a youthful enthusiasm which belied her

years she knew the corydon museum upside down backwards and forwards and took
us on a whirlwind tour that nostalgically reviewed the past and made us wonder at the

energetic devotion of a small community which had amassed a 34000squarefoot
34000 square foot
collection of superb memorabilia

stepping briskly to keep up with wilma neal and 1I walked down a recreated
nineteenth century street scene in the general merchandise store 1I imagined a pioneer
woman shopping for a dill pickle some calico and a new bonnet all in one stop
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the doctors

office where one person

the doctor

examined diagnosed filled

prescriptions wrote a bill and collected payment for one low fee was in complete contrast
to our medical clinics of today with their extensive staff high fees and confusing paper

load of insurance filing

china faced dolls that had belonged
in a toy shop we viewed wooden wagons and chinafaced
to children of the nineteenth century 1I thought about the value of toys to children who had

so few As we viewed two other buildings the church and then the jail 1I thought of how

one provided care for the devoted and the other for the desperate 1I wondered if a little

more devotion in life might result in a lot less desperation

we moved on to a transportation section which featured an old postal wagon
drawn by a horse in its days of actual use a time when letters meant a link with those left
behind often too far away to ever see again

an open
sided school bus
opensided

decorated with

autographs of those who rode it to the simple prairie schools reminded me of the need for
education as a way of americanizing the immigrants from so many countries who swarmed
into the mid
west As a teacher 1I wished that more children and parents today saw
midwest

education as a vital link to a better life

neal and 1I both lingered in front of some railroad trunks the names of
scandinavians along with their destination of iowa painted on the sides in beautiful script
1

I wonder if my grandmother busk had a trunk like that when she came from

denmark neal said
1

I try to visualize my great
other schell coming from austria 1I dont even
grandmother
grandm
greatgrandmother

have a picture of her no record at all just her name on an 1870 wyoming census

barbara age 23 cook

did she have a pretty trunk

too

what things would she have

kept in it

after we left the museum and began driving west 1I thought about barbara schell
from the record 1I knew she had married a man from prussia ten years her senior who
was listed on the census as a laborer 1I wondered if they had scraped together money to
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pay for a formal wedding 1I closed my eyes and imagined a sepiatoned
sepia toned wedding portrait

fragile looking young bride with dark brown upswept hair caught by flower buds
the fragilelooking

her

boned cheeks her
highboned
deep set eyes were complimented by the smoothness of her high
deepset
slenderness accentuated by the fit of her embroidered bodice standing she rested her
hand on the shoulder of her intended groom as he sat tall and straight backed 1I thought
how naive she might have been about the years ahead and wondered what she might have
looked like in a fiftieth anniversary photograph

one major part of a married womans life not perceived by lithe young girls in
wedding dresses is caring for the sick the child with croup the neighbor with

pneumonia the husband with a broken leg the parent with cancer my mother wizened
by her years often says

1

I like to take care of people rub their legs when they hurt or

massage their shoulders when theyre tense
1I

remember times when 1I have been ill mother fluffing my pillow and smoothing the

sheets until they feel
off the line fresh placing a clean towel across my lap bringing a
just
feeljust
justofftheline
jenno and cold milk
tray of hot chicken soup strawberry jello
1I

even patiently feeding me when

have been really weak maybe her care is why 1I always remember a pleasurable side of

being ill
1I

11mom
recall waking up one morning when 1I was seven and calling plaintively mom

theres a lump on the side of my neck
mother sleepily called back its okay go back to sleep

however she soon came to check me 1I had the mumps but it wasnt so bad 1I got
a new uncle wiggley game mother sat on the edge of the bed for hours as we moved our

markers seeing who could get uncle wiggley home first

for some reason 1I was usually

the winner

memories of chest colds and sore throats always make my nose twitch as 1I recall the
tum mother would scoop some out of the can and spread it
pungent odor of mentholatum
menthola

under my neck and across my chest her strong hands stroking and massaging so
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tum penetrating skin muscle even bones it seemed to get
thoroughly 1I could feel mentholatum
menthola
to the very source of my illness

after a rub down mother always placed a clean rag as she called it made from the
worn flannel blanket around my neck and fastened it with a large safety
remains of a well
wellworn
pin making me resemble a turtle cautiously poking out its head enveloped in the healing
tum 1I knew 1I was on my way to recovery
vapors of mentholatum
menthola

when 1I graduated from high school and prepared to leave for college my delight at
back tears about three
hold
heid
held
soon being free and on my own blinded me to my mothers holdback
heldback
weeks after my arrival at brigham young university my elation was dampened by my

first illness 1I had a terrible cold and my roommates didnt care in fact no one even
noticed let alone sympathized
1I

called home

hearing mothers voice 1I burst into tears and cried im sick and nobody cares

mothers warm voice across the miles was almost as healing as her strong hands 1I
felt better
As the years went by mother was still there in times of sickness always noticing

what needed to be done 1I never had to say my neck feels cramped lying this way or

the covers are knotted
never asked

cream would taste good
or some ice
icecream

should 1I do the wash while youre ill

after recovery

id

she just knew she

she just did it

go to the kitchen and open cupboard doors pans would be

stacked neatly in order of size no longer balanced precariously in uneven piles

the

kitchen sink would gleam every crevice scoured with an old toothbrush my mother takes
care of things as well as she does people

she also takes care of herself maybe thats why she has lived to a vigorous seventy
forty four on the golf course
nine and can still shoot a fortyfour

thats why family and friends

angiogram
ogram showed three major heart blockages wanting
were shocked recently when an angi
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to have at least ten more good years

she chose open heart surgery while she was

recovering 1I knew just what to do
1I

feit
just
feltjust
off the line fresh 1I
fluffed her pillow and smoothed the sheets until they felt
justofftheline

placed a clean towel across her lap and brought a tray of hot chicken soup strawberry jello
and cold milk but independent as ever she fed herself

thinking about the care my mother had given me and 1I in turn had given her 1I
wondered how many children my fathers grandmother barbara schell nursed through
sickness did she help her aging husband as well

who took care of my great

grandmother in her later years 1I dont even know the date or circumstances of her death
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7
Q uarters
winter quarters
barters
neal maneuvered our van to council bluffs and then across the nebraska
border to winter quarters now known as florence many mormon pioneers spent
47 here after their hasty exodus from nauvoo while others
the winter of 1946
194647

were strung out all across iowa

we toured the mormon visitors center then we

visited the adjacent log cabin and covered wagon representative of the hundreds
like them that had lined the banks of the missouri
83 sod houses were built to house 3000 people

number

river here 500 log houses and

by spring there were twice that

the wagons were also used for living space in that harsh winter more

than 600 people died 24

across the street from the cabin and wagon on a rise lay the winter
quarters cemetery our voices hushed my husband and 1I commented on the many
epitaphs and dates on gravestones identifying those buried as children As we
walked 1I told neal about a woman mary magdalene keller brown whose story 1I
had read and how 1I had identified with her feelings shed been a southern belle
before her mam
age described as the beautiful maggie brown
marriage
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born in 1878 mine
she gave birth six times as 1I did her first child mattie was bom
born in 1963 maggie followed her doctor husband to colorado in 1881
1881 1I
kerri was bom

followed my teacher husband to japan in 1969 maggies husband searched for silver
mines in the west mine taught chemistry in foreign countries she crisscrossed the

country four times

seven years 1I
twenty four moves in twenty
twentyseven
sixteen thousand miles twentyfour
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crisscrossed the world four times

twentyfive
twenty five thousand miles four moves in eleven

years maggie left five small graves 1I left one

seven year old mattie watching
in rincon new mexico 1886 maggie tended sevenyearold
her childs scarlet fever rage for five days she tells of her daughters funeral
she was dressed to look as natural as possible lying a little on one side with her doll
aunt mary gave her in her arms just as when she went to sleep sunday night she
fully
juliy
would have me undress her doll & give it to her when she went to bed 1I1I cant
cantfully
more 26
realize 1I wont see her here any more16

in 1887 maggie gave birth to a son and named him james albert in letters
otherwise heavy with the news of western destitution his antics become the joyful focal

point on may 14 1888 she wrote albert squeals and laughs a great deal & is perfectly
happy when he can get hold of his papas whiskers & pull so is his papa who thinks there
is no boy like his

127
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born christened john daniel
december 22 1890 another son was bom

three months later maggie ill with influenza arose from bed to nurse her two children
sick with

la grippa

as well

albert caught ititfirst
first then johnnie albert was terribly ill with it and maggie realizing
he had a very short time to live said oh albert do you have to leave us
he looked
up at her and said yes mama and johnny too johnnie was not yet sick at that time
gonea
gone228
yet in five days both children were gone
in 1893 maggie buried a stillborn child ten years after her first stillbirth in 1894
she gave birth to a two pound baby described as so tiny a ring could circle her arm and a

silver dollar could cover her eyes nose and mouth mary augusta was maggies only
child to survive to adulthood
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discussing the nineteenth centurys high rate of infant

mortality some suggest that the commonness of death made it easier for women to bear 1I

doubt this A sepia
toned photograph of maggie brown her lips pursed and her eyes
sepiatoned
vacant is epitaph enough for both her and her childrens graves
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year old
oneyearold
losing one child was enough sorrow for me six months after our one
was diagnosed with leukemia our hematologist told us the last medicine was not helping
1I

told dr shore

let me take michael home dont give him another shot
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another bone

marrow test dont poke him for blood samples or tie him down for transfusions just let
me hold him and rock him

let him go in peace with love around him

of

michael grew weaker each day and slept more his skin paled till it had the
appearance of parchment clear flawless almost translucent knowing my baby was
dying meant rocking him to sleep watching his eyes close knowing that soon theyd close
for the last time

id wind up his small musical dog and listen to lullaby and goodnight

till it slowed to silence 1I wondered what my baby felt when he looked at me with his pale

blue eyes perhaps questioning why 1I held him so tightly why 1I cried and why he felt so

cake for me wanting to remember just how he
very tired 1I treasured his efforts to patty
pattycake
touched his palms together stretching his small fingers 1I told people 1I was doing fine 1I
made efforts to fill every hour so 1I did not have to think in the middle of that long week
one night while michael slept 1I got out of bed and sewed a wool skirt for my four year
old daughter

the sewing machine needles up and down movement

the straightness of

the stitches on the fabric seam after seam were a return to a predictability 1I needed

facing death an adult has a philosophy or religion some means of coping but
how does approaching death seem to a baby who has had so little of life some might say

it is easier because he does not anticipate anything but how do we know what goes on in
a babys mind what he feels what he senses what he knows

sat in the yard with him and said

on my childs last day 1I

look at the world see the grass see the butterfly

feel the soft wind on your face enjoy the warm sunshine look around so you wont
forget

that evening michael started whimpering

swayed my body to calm him

1I

held him tightly to my chest and

he started to breathe heavily

and 1I prayed for god to let

him go peacefully 1I laid him on his stomach in his crib and patted his back

he took a

few shallow breaths turned his head to one side and gave two sighs

standing in the cemetery before avard fairbanks statue of a mother and father
grieving as they bury a child connected neal and me to other parents who had wept at their

childrens deaths we talked about michaels funeral trying to control our voices
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do you remember how he looked in that small casket my husband asked as he put
his arm around my shoulder

of course ill never forget he seemed to be peacefully sleeping
his skin that had paled so much with the leukemia had color again
1

I remember when 1I touched his hand how 1I missed the warmth how 1I wanted him

to rest his head on my shoulder once more so my cheek could rub against his silky hair

twenty five years ago as
neal pulled me closer and 1I recalled his words from over twentyfive
we stood by our babys casket

it seems michael should be on his tummy with his little

thumb in his mouth
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8
grand island
the next morning we left winter quarters and drove to grand island nebraska
the stuhr museum there devotes acres to recreating the settlement of the west one large
life sized replica of a covered wagon and section of trail in the sandy dirt
room contains a lifesized

which winds along two walls possessions are scattered

a heavy black trunk an ornate

victorian chest of drawers an oak side chair a treadle sewing machine

reminders of

possessions which littered the westward trails when immigrants found tired oxen unable to
pull their heavy loads discarded items were sometimes selfishly destroyed and sometimes
left for the taking but so few travelers had room to scavenge

when 1I was a child we moved fifteen times in sixteen years often selling or
it

giving away

11

as my mother called it our possessions

we hunted for cardboard boxes

behind grocery stores and wrapped in newspaper the things that could be taken

for some

reason from all the packing 1I most remember tucking protective paper around a small
ceramic goose which my mother keeps now in a curio cabinet

of all the things left

behind 1I remember a white pine bedroom set my mothers weeping when it was sold and
tears years after when she remembered

now whenever 1I try to discard things even out
grown clothes or old dishes 1I
outgrown
hesitate

its as if the losses of childhood days and my mothers hurt come back

making

the giving away a betrayal of maternal loyalty 1I feel without my possessions 1I will have
no self

our house is filled with physical memories of travels a conch shell from the

ico wooden statues of don quixote and sancho from madrid a four
beach at Acapu
acapulco

season silk screen from tokyo and on and on room after room family memorabilia are
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displayed in cases

my grandmothers wedding dishes my fathers golf trophies my

mother in laws salt shaker collection and on and on with fourteen rooms full of things
motherinlaws
1I

wonder if people are crowded out of growing in moments of desperation 1I sometimes

wish to be free of things that require arranging and dusting and protecting
1I

think about margaret dalglish an immigrant scotswoman she put her meager

possessions in a handcart in 1856 and walked to zion unfortunately jjoining
olm ng immigrants
under captain james willie leaving iowa city in late july they were caught in

wyomings early october snows on half rations her stomach was as empty of
sustenance as her cart one night in the flickering firelight she watched another immigrant
girl die in the act of raising a cracker to her mouth A day later she saw eighteen of her

companions buried together in a snow grave margaret reached emigration canyon still
stoically pulling her pitiful handful of possessions she tugged the cart to the side of the
road pushed it over the edge and watched it fall tumbling crashing and finally bursting
apart she walked into the city of the saints empty handed needing nothing but her strong

self 31
1I

envy margarets freedom from defining herself by the things she owned when

women visitors to log cabins say how did they keep house with so little

respond how do we keep house with so much

1I

want to

but 1I dont 1I remember a mountain

weekend and memories like mites stirred by a feather duster dance through my mind
10

10

0

As 1I sit on a cabins porch cedar boards emit a pleasant smell like a rare far
fareastern
eastern

perfume

the rails

wood grains

in the early morning sunlight cast long shadows that angle across

the nearby brook babbles soothingly

and the sun touches my face with

warmth A chain lies curled on the deck like a thin steel python
dangerous because of its subtlety

perhaps more

to me it symbolizes the chains 1I willingly wrap around

myself chains that keep me from communion with nature
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staying in richfield linked to

house and job sleeping in and arising to confusion rather than quiet repetitively taking
care of things and more things continuously putting doing ahead of feeling
gray mirage silhouetted by soft morning sun rays lightly
A squirrel a brown
browngray
laden grass threading its way between sparkles suspended on
bounds over the dew
dewladen
up toy its nose
windup
slender blades of grass it mounts the steps leaping in jerks like a wind

quivering like that of my high school biology teacher the brunt of our teenaged imitation

the squirrels black eyes intent on discovering

a morning meal shift and dart about our

cedar porch sighting the wood pile the squirrel mounts in an easy leap but finding wood
chips unpalatable it jumps down and nibbles at the steel chain used to confine a dog

yesterday leaping back to the wood pile and then to the porch railing the squirrel curls its
tail over its back and motionless and attentive faces east and the rising red disc like a

devout sun worshiper in morning prayer after another furtive exploration of the deck
including clicking its claws on the aluminum chairs the squirrel leaves leaping downward
from step to step in mechanized jumps gone to search for food in a more bounteous place

the white sun

squint bright rises higher in the sky

diamond shaped
creating a diamondshaped

map wedge pointing the suns westward path for the day As if
reflection in the water a mapwedge
imitating the V of the everclimbing
ever climbing sun boats make their own Vs grey blue against the
darker slateblue
slate blue of the rippling water

they head for the far shore which looks as pristine

as a nineteenth century winslow homer landscape however these presentday
present day boatmen are

accompanied by the purr of modem motors rather than the dip and splash of oars used by
past boatmen who like their oars have long since been silenced

man the land animal has always longed for other habitations the water which
ever beckons or the air above formerly the domain of only birds like the white gulls which
ballet like grace above the rippling liquid stage of fish
dip and glide in balletlike

lake

another bird framed between two porch rails stands motionless like an audubon
illustration 1I wish it bore a label or 1I had knowledge enough to call it something other than
the generic bird it flicks its tail and moves a quarter turn like a model seeking to show
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just the right angle to an intent artist 1I think about emily dickinsons poem A bird came

down the walk and understand how she found the world in simple observations

the murmur of the nearby water draws my attention as it talks its way to the lake in
a rush of words understood only by the small children who yesterday lined its banks and

leaped from rock to rock answering its call to play 1I like to see rocks in a stream they
represent solidity in the face of constant change As the water surges by with its myriad
messages the rocks stand firm unmoved
rather than within lends them strength

their vantage point of being above the rush

their firmness gives periodic refuge to leaping

adults as well as jumping children who are seeking new places

two life preservers rest in a comer of the porch beside fishing poles their work
done for a while these few days at fish

lake have been life preservers for me nurturing

the core within that would be one with nature that wants to stand with little children and
pitch a hundred rocks into the lake with no hurry to complete the task and no quota to pitch

more and no stigma for pitching less with time to walk between rows of quakies and pause
to hear bird trills in various tones pitches and patterns with time to listen to the rain beat a

message on a shingled roof or release the pungent smell of sage from brush with time to
listen to the musical note changes as a stream eddies around rocks and over stones to really
see green in the quiver of aspen leaves in the dark splendor of pine needles in the fragile

tentativeness of long grasses

at fish lake

1I

own everything because 1I own nothing

the rented cabin

deliciously bare of things 1I own allows me time from taking care nature public
property asks no effort on my part but to enjoy and not to sully

the day is sunday and

ill go to the religious service in the lodge but ive already heard my sermon and said my
prayer of thanksgiving
41
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sod house
in the outdoor section of the stuhr museum a sod house stands literally a house
made out of the ground using the strength of several yoke of oxen to pull a special

grasshopper plow or sod cutter settlers would slice strips of sod from the earth and then
with a sharp spade chop the strips into blocks each weighed about fifty pounds and was
generally one foot wide two feet long and four inches thick

the sod bricks were then

hauled in a wagon to the building site which had been cleared of grass and packed hard to
make an earthen floor
the site

the blocks were stacked one layer at a time around the perimeter of

no mortar or nails were used 32

this sod house was empty 1I tried to imagine what it might have looked like
packed dirt floor
furnished in pioneer times A rag rug might have covered the hard
hardpacked
maybe encircling a bed whose spooled posters showed their polished wood grain

ded rope would have supported a striped straw tick covered with a quilt 1I
springs of tied
added more detail to my mental picture 1I visualized a wedding ring quilt minute stitches

piecing together fabric carefully saved from a hundred sources a chamber pot discretely
peeking from under the bed a worn
wom wooden table standing in the center of the room two
chairs flanking it in my mind a potbellied
pot bellied stove occupied one comer a kettle mounted on
its coalblackened
coal blackened surface A fry pan a few bread pans two pottery plates and some

flatware crowded a small shelf above the stove A wooden trunk augmented by two wall
pegs held needed linen and clothing

on an oak dresser a pitcher and basin rested on a

crocheted doily A razor strop hung on the wall and a shaving mug rested on the shelf
above the dresser
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1I

started thinking of all those bearded and moustached
moust ached pioneer men somewhere 1I

mou stasche cup designed to protect the hair from liquid contamination 1I next
had seen a moustasche
recalled the communal silver sacrament cup displayed in a keepsake cupboard at home it
had passed from hand to hand in utah at the torrey ward for decades until someone retired

it as unsanitary 1I remembered my mothers story of a similar cup passed in the mayfield

prayer like position
ward of her childhood eyes raised surreptitiously from their proper prayerlike
moust ached men memorizing the position of
shed glance down the row searching for moustached
their lips on the cups
cups edge finally grasping the silver handles herself shed try to rotate
the cup to a place untouched by those bristles

turning from the shelf and again catching sight of the bed 1I thought of all those
pioneer women who watched their hairy husbands hitch trousers over a poster and climb
into bed moving close under the crisp neatness of carefully stitched quilts
1I

knew many nineteenth century men were unshaven because my study of pioneer

life involved not only documents but photographs as well

the numerous pictures of

heavily moustached
moust ached and bearded men made me realize that 1I could not have been married to

a pioneer man at least not happily

when my husband had back surgery he didnt shave for the week he stayed in the
hospital returning home he used under the weather as an excuse not to recommence
shaving

he had the illusion that as each day passed his lengthening gray growth was

scan connery his winks and sly looks as
making him look more and more like sean

id

straighten his bed sheets were clues that he was becoming convinced of his

metamorphosis
1I

informed him that actually his beard was giving him a definite hollywood look

scan connery his first reaction was disbelief at my blind
but more like gabby hayes than sean
indifference his second was to look in the mirror
kept the moustache
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he shaved off the beard but in obstinacy

if

As he recovered and resumed his public life one of my friends commented neal
looks handsome in a moustache
1I

replied

1

I dont like it

she asked why
1I

answered

ever try to kiss a scrub brush

one postrecovery
post recovery day neal squinting at a pair of socks said can you tell me if
these are brown or black
1I

only if you kiss the back of my neck

said

he said only if you kiss me on the lips
we compromised he brushed his moustache across my cheek and 1I told him the
socks were black

inspired by my husband 1I decided 1I needed a new look too no 1I dont have a
moustache

1I

do my decision was partially motivated by an
wanted a new hair
hairdo

experience at BYU several weeks before while he was in the utah valley hospital in the
ladies room of the harold B

lee library

up artist was trying to fix a
a film studio make
makeup

young womans hair for a look back at the 1950s video As 1I passed by she said

hey

maybe you could be in our video your hair looks just like a 50s style
declined the offer for instant stardom but feeling date labeled decided to let my

1I

hair grow when a daughter said how long are you going to grow it
think crystal gale is too extreme

1I

1I

asked do you

thought maybe if 1I did become crystal gale

id let

neal become willie nelson that way 1I might make a new discovery about pioneer life
that hadnt been covered in the books

grow his shaved
off
regrow
shavedoff
id read neal never did re

beard in fact he shaved off his moustache a few months after his surgery 1I was glad
As we left the sod house in the background and walked toward our van 1I patted my

husbands smooth cheek

why did you do that
just cause

40

cause why
because 1I love you

what brought that on
1

clean shaven man
I love a cleanshaven
1

shaven woman
cleanshaven
neal laughed and put his arm around my shoulder I like a clean
too
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red cloud
from grand island we drove an hour across the flat nebraska landscape to reach

red cloud on the towns outskirts

1I

stood surrounded by prairie

all directions an earthbound
earth bound sea of grasses

land rolled away in

the breeze gusted to a steady hum

billowing

the fields pioneer women passed this way grass opening before and closing after their

covered wagons standing on this prairie thinking of destination they shaded their eyes
ed remembering the places left behind
turned
to squint at a point on the western horizon or turn

pennsylvania virginia new york eastern winds murmured of civilized life where grass
was not wild but manicured where women in sheer white dresses swept across the green

did these pioneer women feel trapped as the long prairie grass entangled their
cotton skirts holding them and whispering stay with me stay with me embracing them
like determined lovers

both attracted and repelled the women may have become blowing

des
brome grass themselves reaching then receding in a never ending dance of indecision ties

of family loyalty material hope or religious zeal rooting them to this lonely earth

under a dome of sky 1I watched clouds elongate and fade to mist becoming
specters of the past A century and more ago women and men spent a lifetime here in

conversation with the earth pioneers cut their words in wide swaths with scythes lined
syllables straight with plows their silent sentences falling in even rows

their

checkerboard paragraphs touched those of other immigrants sometimes furrowed in
foreign tongues individual voices gleaned from letters and diaries are spades to turn the
mute earth
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we left the prairie and continued toward red cloud A signboard welcomed us
red orange sun
catching our attention with its picture of a black plow silhouetted against a redorange
the visionary plow described in willa cathers my antonia

on some upland farm a plough had been left standing in the field the sun was

sinking just behind it magnified across the distance by the horizontal light it stood out
against the sun was exactly contained within the circle of the disk the handles the
tongue the share black against the molten red there it was heroic in size a picture
writing on the sun 33
1I

sized pioneer women antonia and alexandra and
thought about gathers
heroicsized
cathers heroic

how 1I admired their strength in my vision as in cathers the plow could be guided by the
firm grasp of women as well as the strong grip of men 1I remembered the summer 1I

sanded our deck all 300 square feet with an electric sander

the wood had grown ugly

the work of restoration

made me feel powerful even

with accumulated coats of varnish

more than staining the siding the previous year maybe it was the feel of a machine in my

hand a mans machine 1I liked gritty sawdust ground into the knees of my levis sweat
stains on my tee shirt the challenge of my husbands you cant do that

each day as a

wider patch of smoothly grained redwood emerged from murky stained boards 1I felt

stronger

women homesteaders felt power in their masculine labors also glenda riley gives
many examples in her book

the female frontier myrtle yoeman writing from south

saidt there are the most old maids out here holding claims that a person must
saidl
sald
dakota said

wonder where they all come from

34the
the brother of one woman homesteader elizabeth
34

corey nicknamed bachelor bess commented that his sister had fended
bended off many
suitors in order to pursue the freedom and happiness that she found living on the plains

35

edith eudora ammons kohl who homesteaded with her sister believed that a woman had
more independence in the west than in any other part of the world
cl
clingin
ingin
the range is no place for cilingin

challenge

when she was told

vines cause their haint
bothin to cling to she felt it a
faint nothin

36the
the hardships of wresting a living from the plains were to her more than
36
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compensated for by its unshackled freedom she said there was a pleasant flow of
possession in knowing that the land beneath our feet was ours

11137
37

antonio and alexandra in 0 pioneers
cathers literary creations antonia in my antonia
have a sense of affinity with the land also

they are both earth mothers but two different

types one raises children and one raises crops interesting models for modem women
trying to choose between home and career antonia is described in earth tones she is

golden brown with plum color in her cheeks in childhood she survives the poverty of

immigrant life and the suicide of her father in adulthood she survives and even prospers
through hard labor in both senses of the word her fertility proven in her large family

near the end of the novel narrator jim burden now middle aged returns to visit his
childhood friend
cellar

he describes the profusion of life he sees emerging from antonias fruit

we were standing outside talking when they all came running up the steps

together big and little tow heads and gold heads and brown and flashing little naked legs
a veritable explosion of life out of the dark cave into the sunlight
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the scenes birthing

symbolism glorifies motherhood despite the rigors of bearing and rearing so many
children antonia still had that something which fires the imagination could still stop

ones breath for a moment by a look or gesture that somehow revealed the meaning in
common things

39

in my early twenties newly married and first aware of the term earth mother with
its accompanying connotations 1I was attracted by the possibility of becoming one 1I

all
wanted to be the all patient allsacrificing
sacrificing mother one who could have numerous children

clambering around her and calling for her attention and remain pleasantly unperturbed

though 1I had previously found pigs disgusting 1I began to see mother pigs in a new light
A sow a piglet at each teat relaxed into complete contentment at her ability to give to all

freely without diminishing her plentiful self was worthy of admiration dedicating myself

child rearing 1I wanted to reap the rewards of adoration from my children love from my
to childrearing
husband and approbation from society but reality didnt work out that way trying to
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year old hammerlocked
hammer locked around my thighs 1I lost my
prepare dinner with a crying one
oneyearold
temper trying to talk long distance while a three year old safely beyond the telephone

finger painted a wall with chocolate pudding made me livid 1I mastered
cords reach fingerpainted
giddy up horsey with
simultaneously nursing a newborn gurgling in contentment playing giddyup

year old snuggled by my side 1I
fouryearold
a twoyearold
two year old latched to my leg and reading to a four
loved and enjoyed my children 1I found meaning in common things but my children were
more common than antonias

they frequently emerged with runny noses and soiled

trousers shoving and crying

im

beyond

dr

gonna be first

some days 1I yearned for the world

seuss and mother goose

after one child 1I started secondary education courses after three 1I student
dime
fuli
full
time when my
fun
day teacher 1I went fulltime
taught after bearing five children 1I became a half
funtime
halfday

sixth child was in kindergarten with only two children left at home 1I began a masters

degree program in these ways 1I pursued the alexandra choice in

oh pioneers

alexandra is entrusted with direction of the family farm by her dying father because of her
exceptional sensitivity to the earth for the first time perhaps since that land emerged from

yearning
the waters of geologic ages a human face was set toward it with love and ye
aming

40

alexandra fosters miraculous growth because of her oneness with the land she senses in

eSol

the soil
soli
her own body the joyous germination in th
shesol
thesol

141
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the crops become her children

replacing the babies she never bore just as careers replace or supplement families for many

modem women

sometimes 1I imagine what my life might have been with alexandra as

my sole role model A door plaque at a major university reads

dr judy shell

inside the

room a collection of my writings lines an oak shelf 1I confer with a book company
representative about the publication schedule for my next novel in my wilder dreams 1I
answer the telephone and agree to an interview on good morning america it would have
been a long chance and it probably would have meant abandoning my antonia choice the
big and small tow heads and gold heads and brown

made

45
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A choice 1I would never have

in oh pioneers alexandra attributes success of her crops to the land rather than to
herself

it pretended to be poor because nobody knew how to work it right and then all

at once it worked itself

itself

43

contrary to alexandras experience my land has not worked

some colleagues admire me many students enjoy my classes and occasionally

organizations give me awards but none of this is the result of miracles just extra hours and
exceptional effort the same extra hours and exceptional effort my family required and still
requires when people compliment me on my childrens success
1I

im aware of the cost but

dont resent the expenditure im also aware of the failures which 1I helped and continue

to help them through failures that were and are the prerequisites to their successes 1I think
1I

like my combination of earth mother and earth mother 1I like nurturing growth in the

narrower world of my family and 1I like turning over fresh soil in the wider world of my
career

sized antonia and alexandra on my
heroicsized
cathers heroic
and im not bothered by gathers

good days they give me something admirable to aim for and on my bad days they give me
something ridiculous to shoot down
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pavelka farm house
pavelkas
Pa
sakelik pavelkis
not far from red cloud is annie sadelik
velkas farm home in which she
lived with her husband and children annie was the real life model for the antonia

shimerda of my antonia 44

white painted exterior gleams in the
the homes whitepainted

nebraska sun and the interior speaks of neatness and order 1I wonder how it really
looked when annie and john pavelka were raising their ten children in it
1I

have this recurring dream or perhaps its a nightmare in which 1I return to

my home of many years but 1I dont belong there because other people occupy it
and have changed the way it looks inside

they are polite and yet convey to me a

distinct sense that 1I dont fit there any more 1I wonder how many pioneer women
returning to their restored homes would have the same sensation would the
4

absence of winter laundry drying on lines stretched across the parlor of coal dust
scattered on the fireplace hearth and of the pungent smell of baby soakers not yet
washed and chamber pots not yet emptied be confusing to the returning pioneer
wife

twenty one years ago our newly built home in richfield was in the jr
twentyone
culture club home show this had a great fringe benefit five hundred people
toured my house thinking 1I was a perfect homemaker it also had a devastating side
effect 1I was left terminally ill with better homes and gardens syndrome 1I
always want the house to look like it did that weekend

between the ideal and the real still unnerves me
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the jarring disparity

1I

know an entry hall sets the tone for a home mine is oriental to reflect our

two years living in japan

the flower arrangement attests to my training in

ikebana
Ik
ikebata
ebana it was the bubble gum randomly stuck to the side of the vase when the
children were small that ruined the oriental beauty

the replica of a carefully raked

sand garden in the entry was to inspire meditation concentric rippled lines to

promote harmony of the soul it was the small tennis shoe footprints trailing
through the ripples that
jarred my tranquillity
thatjarred
A kitchen is the heart of the home it ought to reflect cleanliness and order
dusted floor victim of an attack of the
flourdusted
that is why 1I was bothered by the flour
cookie bakers the rorschach style kool

aid stains on the counter

a tribute to the

business debut of punch stands inc and the assorted bees beetles and bugs
freeze drying in my fridge
fifth grade science project
freezedrying
fudge for a fifthgrade
A deck of course provides a place of beauty for outdoor relaxation

redwood boards arranged in artistic patterns add to this beauty unless the boards
are decorated with two thousand muddy paw prints from a mad poodle addicted to

wading in irrigation
irrl
irti gation ditches along with children deck chairs and lounges should
be arranged in conversational groupings but 1I typically had sleeping bags arranged
in cocoonlike
cocoon like clumps some still containing unmetamorphosed
un
bodies from the
metamorphosed

previous nights neighborhood sleep over

and of course a playroom is a must for a house of many children but the
shelves originally built for carefully selected toys became filled with treasured bits

of wire string genuine indian arrowheads discarded bullet casings and bird
feathers

to navigate the room

1I

had to tiptoe precariously among blocks rocks

made space world
wood chips and tiny figures of a boy
boymade

then 1I had to skirt five

different sets of cards intermixed in a follow
the yellowbrickroad
yellow brick road pattern by a
followthe
budding dorothy
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trapped no
boobytrapped
mans land for
actually this play paradise turned into a booby
nomansland

lux in ten
unwary vacuums 1I went through a hoover a rainbow and an Electro
electrolux
years

the hoover was strangled

by a malevolent jump rope

asphyxiated by chemicals from a jr genius science

the rainbow was

Electro lux
kit and the electrolux

eating
over earing
digested one last tinker toy and died of overeating

sometimes in desperation

id be tempted to succumb to my illness and

shrinking alice like slip quietly into the pages of bener
better homes and gardens
where life was one eternal home show but 1I was pulled back by the laughter of
bubble gum chewers cookie bakers and dorothy going somewhere over the
bubblegum

rainbow

given a choice 1I wonder if annie pavelka or any pioneer woman for that
matter

would substitute the quiet sterility of a perfectly restored home for the

noisy tumult of the real life lived in the original structure

of course

on the other

hand how many female visitors would linger in a restored home that mimicked the

disorganized reality of their own
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ogallala
after leaving red cloud my husband and 1I camped at ogallala nebraska by ten
oclock our van was rocking like a small boat in an ocean squall

neal opened the van door bracing it against the stiff wind

im hungry

1I

think

ill go get a hamburger do you want anything
no but dont leave me

1I

clutched his arm my anxiety at his leaving was

unnerving it was so completely out of character for me

neal stared hard at my face
here

youre acting crazy you can see the place from

ill only be gone a few minutes
1I

tightened my grip on his arm

im serious dont leave me alone

1I

dont know

why 1I feel this way maybe its the wind the immensity of the open prairie reading about
the loneliness of pioneer women 1I just dont know

my husband drove us the half
block to the small cafe encased in the vans warm security
halfblock
1I

watched his tall figure through the plate glass windows unsettled by my loss of confidence

recalling the pioneer diaries and memoirs id been reading 1I tried to picture myself as a widow
husband dead from exhaustion cholera ague or accident in the black of a moonless prairie after
campfires and lanterns had been extinguished
1I

we returned to our campground just before sleep

curled my small body into the comfortable S pattern of my husbands larger one natural after

more than thirty years of bed sharing

in october of 1856 struggling toward the rocky mountains with the martin handcart
company elizabeth kingsford became alarmed when her husband was not able to swallow his

morsel of supper

145
45

145wrapping
wrapping

him in blankets she lay down nearby in the night reaching to
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embrace him to give her warmth she realized that he was dead she cried out but no one
46
stiffening
body
his
morning
around
till
eyed
arms
lay
she
answered dry
dryeyed
1I

thought about another pioneer woman a norwegian whod taken fifteen or twenty days

to cross land we could easily cross in a day

in giants in the earth beret a young wife

immigrating in the 1870s hears the sound of the parting grass day after day
ah tish ah never had it said anything else

never would it say anything else

the dakota territory she tells her husband per hansa
and open

so empty
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tish
47

im so afraid out here

ah

dish
rish
tish

arriving in

its all so big

norwegian
egian
eglan nneighbors is not comforting
the presence of several norw

to

her even the sod house her husband builds does not protect her beret stuffs the windows with
family clothing one garment after another as if thickness could shut out the frightening

expansiveness

comforted by the confinement and warmth of our bed in the van 1I pictured beret gazing
at an old norwegian chest carted across the plains as she mentally places a quilt and pillow in one

drawer when per hansa returns from a three day supply trip he finds her cradling her baby
curled up in the huge bottom drawer though coffin like it gives beret security forms a link with

norway a tie to civilization that can keep her safe in some way

at the novels end

per hansa

lost in a winter snowstorm is frozen to death his face ashen and drawn his eyes set toward the

west since the story concludes here berets response is hidden guessing at berets reaction to
this final abandonment 1I moved closer to my husband one arm resting on the smooth surface of

granny pectous
pectols
like body
Pec tols quilt halfencircling
half encircling his cocoon
cocoonlike

how would 1I have reacted to losing my husband 1I might have crawled into some narrow
space waiting quietly for release continued working the land with my childrens help married a
man 1I didnt love or maybe didnt even like lived with friends or relatives perhaps becoming a
quasi servant returned to the east blotting out prairie loneliness

or

tempered in the western

crucible 1I might have lived alone first fearful and finally confident in the approaching prairie dark

considering my earlier anxiety when neal wanted to leave the van for food 1I was
grateful not to have faced the testing of my independence 1I curled more tightly into my
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husband wanting to completely touch my head resting against his back my feet extra
soles curled under his and slept

the next day nebraska faded behind us as we entered wyoming halfway across
the state we left the platte

river our companion of several days the river shallow and

dotted with small islands winds its way across nebraska and into wyoming pioneer
women by the thousands had walked the roads that lined both its north and south banks as
they immigrated west more than a century ago

they had drunk the plattes water used it

to bathe perspiration and trail dust from their weary bodies

theyd washed their clothes

and hung them to dry on the rivers banks 1I tried to visualize the faces of those real

women but this was difficult because art that stylized faces of pioneer women was so
ingrained in my mind
1I

49
prairie
1921
in
D
painted
Ko
the
kept seeing W H
emers madonna of
koerners

his

frontiers woman the gentle follower who
pioneer subject personifies the myth of the frontierswoman

faithfully journeys west

Ko emers madonna suggest timidity
doe eyes of koerners
the doeeyes

as her

heart shaped face suggests love chestnut curls circle her forehead which is unspotted by
heartshaped
perspiration that might smudge her penciled eyebrows she looks like a silent screen star
a pioneer version of early filmdoms leading lady mary pickford who reigned as

Ko emers madonna is
americas sweetheart two generations too soon for the movies koerners

forced to live her myth in canvas and oil only her bowed lips unable to mouth even a
captioned exclamation even a subtitled explanation
her dark dress

no gritty trail dust dulls the sheen of

no campfire ash soils her white cuffs her milky collar remains closed

with a cameo brooch a nursing infant curiously absent

her tired placid face reflects

patience a quality essential for one who must sit poised on a wagon seat going nowhere
Ko emers pioneer madonna is hallowed in the
west because she never really existed koerners

wagon covers
coverts canvas oval reinforcing her spirituality while limiting her reality

circumscribed in her primitive ellipse she becomes trapped by idealization like her
victorian counterparts in their gilt frames
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how would she compare with the real women who trudged along the platte river

road who were her prototypes were any real pioneer mothers so carefully groomed
so nobly enduring so touchingly sad so patiently silent 1I wanted to know what real
pioneer women thought and felt 1I didnt want madonnas to worship 1I wanted women to
understand how many willingly came west how many bore children on the trek how
many watched children die of disease or accident how many watched children grow
strong in western openness

beyond statistics 1I wanted stories
stones

maybe real pioneer women looked more like the subject of the homesteaders
50
wine
wife50
wife

painted by harvey dunn an earthy woman who has stepped down from the

wagon seat of Ko
emers madonna to take her place in the fields hunched forward she
koerners
tugs a recalcitrant ox the taut rope crossing her dark skirt crumpling her white apron her
sun bleached hair is pulled back into a bun keeping loose strands from her brow her
sunbleached

blouse curves low revealing a sun
burnt chest she peers forward like Ko
emers
sunburnt
koerners
madonna but the goal of this homesteaders wife seems only to get the ox to the barn
one more time

the golden

flat land which stretches away from her on all
grassed saucer
saucerflat

sides confines rather than frees representative of many immigrant women surrounded
by open space she cannot escape the drudgery of survival the premature aging in the

prairies summer heat and winter cold and yet in the crucible of her life she exudes a
kind of power
1I

think the real women who walked the banks of the platte sought power as well

defined in a variety of ways just as women today try to develop their varied strengths

now whenever 1I view pioneer art 1I look long and hard and question stereotypes 1I
measure what 1I see against what 1I have read in diaries and memoirs wanting diversity 1I
introduce alternate visions still unpainted
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13
gate
devils
nebraska wyoming border
at the nebraskawyoming

the weather had become unseasonably cold

snow dusted the ground and sifted itself like powdered sugar over the spire of chimney

rock in wyoming we passed ft casper red buttes willow springs and independence
rock making our way to devils gate As wind whipped my light coat around me 1I
braced myself and made my way to the historic marker steadying myself to read the scant

companies agony at this place 1I thought about the mothers
details of the willie and martin companiesagony
in those companies women who did not cease to nurture because children were beyond

toddling and prattling women who made efforts to preserve their adolescent and adult
children as well one such woman was the mother of patience loader a member of the ill
mid july of 1856 the group became
fated willie handcart company leaving iowa city in midjuly

stranded in wyomings october snows

when patience and her two sisters tamar and maria nearly frozen and almost
starved refused to get out of their snowcovered
snow covered quilts one morning mother loader said
1

I believe will have to dance to you and try to make you feel better
1I

and dance and then slipped down in the snow

the three girls

1151
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she started to sing
sig

afraid their mother was

hurt jumped up patience explains in her memoirs what happened next
she laugh ed and said 1I1I thought 1I1I could soon make you all jump up if 1I1I danced to you
purposely for she knew we would all get up to see if
then we found that she fell down purposelyfor
she was hurt she said that she was afraid her girls was going to give out and get
52
do
up
to
would
she
never
give
disscuraged and
said that

thirteen years ago 1I suffered a major depression 1I used to go to the swimming
pool because the doctor said exercise would help
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id float to the middle of the deepest part

and want to sink water closing over me in a gentle embrace that would stop the hurt

sometimes driving in the car with my husband on a cliffedged
cliff edged mountain road

id wish for

the door to open so 1I could fall free into air soaring till the pain ceased watching my

children laugh at some game or television program
1I

id wonder if 1I would ever laugh again

didnt want them to see my tears 1I didnt want them to believe that life was sad
my mother when 1I finally told her about my depression came to help when 1I

would cry about my worthlessness she would stroke my hair and tell me all the things of
value 1I was

youre the best thing that ever happened to me youre the reason my life

was all worth it

As 1I lay on my bed and mother sat on the edge we talked of my

childhood and image after image filled my mind 1I tried to tell my mother what 1I saw

im four years old youre holding me close in the middle of a room in a small
rattling windows and
frame house in ogden while a wild electrical storm rages outside raiding
sending shrieking wind noises under the doors

im terrified but the fact that youre

holding me makes me know everything will be all right

1II remember how long that night seemed till your daddy came home
1

and now im six years old 1I watch you iron my cotton dresses making sure
every ruffle stands out starched and creaseless 1I can remember leaving for first grade each
day feeling crisp clean and very much loved my lunch box was exciting to open each
day just to see what you had tucked in

remember how 1I used to cut your peanut butter and jelly sandwiches in triangles

and wrap them in wax paper there were little carrot sticks too and on cold
days youd put tomato or chicken noodle soup in my thermos

mother nodded

remember how when id been absent from school you had to write an excuse
note 1I was always proud to hand your note to my teacher because you wrote in rounded

sweeping whirls like an excuse ought to be a work of art

and when 1I came home

from school remember how wed play jump rope and youd turn the rope while we
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chanted mabel mabel set the table and speed up and laugh as we said and dont

forget the red hot pepper

there was the one about mother called the doctor and the doctor said
you
on
the
bed
know what else 1I
little
jumping
monkeys
and three

too

remember

no what
our house whenever 1I see hardwood floors 1I remember how shiny ours looked
and the sweet smell of wax when youd just polished them in the back yard

id

hand

you clothespins from an old cloth bag as you hung wash on the line 1I can still smell that
freshness captured in the sheets as we gathered them in

and 1I remember the ironing board

khaki colored work pants and
set up in the front bedroom and you ironing sets of daddys khakicolored
shirts

yes 1I ironed them like someone would a tuxedo today
remember the kitchen and how id help you with the dinner dishes

yes id wash and youd dry
and no matter how fast 1I worked 1I could never keep up with you sometimes
youd let me wash

but you never wanted to scoop the garbage bits from the drain you said they
were icky

it

so youd do it for me
voices came from the playroom
did it on accident

no you didnt

you wrecked my puzzle
1I

1

I didnt mean to 1I

started to raise myself off the bed

no you rest ill take care of it
1I

turned and curled into myself

already halfway across the room with her quick steps mother turned and came
back to the bedside stroked my back and said judy remember how strong youve been
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for all your children
that you cant

and you can be strong once more

dont ever let anyone tell you

to

my mother said healing words over and over until 1I could believe enough to live
again

my husbands mother was a healer as well when she was dying of lung disease
and complications from hip surgery she chose to spend each of her last few months with a

different child even though moving from house to house and city to city was painful

golda left something needed in each home it was difficult to see her weaken with each
passing day because my memories said she should always be strong

if a theme song were selected for my mother in law some who called her the little
general might choose charge of the

light brigade but id choose food glorious

food
one of my earliest memories of golda in action with edibles was at deer hunt camp

shed prepare bacon eggs pancakes and hot chocolate for ten or twenty on a two
burner coleman stove serve it all steaming and not even look flustered deer hunt food
also included the everpresent
ever present pot of spicy chili kept warm on the back burner ready to

feed children grandchildren various in laws and even indigents who might want to
mingie
mingle
mimie
minie with the family for a free meal

every family gettogether
get together meant food

and more food although golda

sometimes expressed concern for the overweight
over weight she never failed to serve them pumpkin
pie smothered in whipped cream skimmed from the top of milk pans on the service porch

of course

if someone asked for just a small piece please shed give them a sixth of the

pie instead of a fourth

golda had a magical ability to produce food like a magician pulling scarves from
a hat shed pull plates of good things to eat from her new refrigerator in the kitchen and

her old one on the porch and amazingly she could fit the leftovers back in too
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filled cookies and
raisinfilled
from her two freezers came decorated sugar cookies raisin
carrot pudding

sometimes served with flaming sugar cubes

the main dish of each

holiday meal was always accompanied by at least two salads three vegetables and a
couple of different desserts
fe asters
feasts and feasters

drop leaf table expanded to accommodate the bounteous
the dropleaf

and there was always room for one more

golda planted a garden each year which was bounteous too the family attributed
this to a spring ritual which she religiously followed blaming her husband for poor

prospects after seeds would begin to sprout golda would chant in a loud voice

didnt plant the beans right

stiner

this spell guaranteed abundant crops in the summer and fall

enough to supply relatives neighbors and friends as well so much so that in september
another ritual was called for which consisted of lining up in front of the jack in the bean

stalk vines and shouting die vines die

golda taught me to can 1I remember good times warm times close times of
snapping beans peeling apples and slipping beets talking and laughing and sharing rows
colored bottles lined her cellar shelves and my basement ones as well pickled red
of brightly
brightlycolored

colored pears multired cherries almond
sun yellow peaches wine
almondcolored
beets green beans sunyellow
winered
colored relishes and an array of jams and jellies in hues of amber orange and red

one time when 1I was young and uninformed 1I noted goldas variety of pans
well dented triangular one with no handle my
typical of this odd assortment was a welldented
husband and 1I remedied this deplorable condition by giving her new pans for christmas

for years 1I wondered why she didnt throw the old ones away but now im older
and wiser and know why

those dented relics were not just pans they were a hanging on

to the past memories of meals cooked and daily chores done a cherished part of life just

like her family histories and genealogy

and so are all the other food experiences symbols the canning represented
preservation so there was always an inner store to draw upon one more jar of
understanding one more bottle of love
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the expansive holiday meals were the physical extension
emotionally to family
energy from self

of giving in abundance

the magic pulling of food from here and there so like the pulling of

to tend a sick grandchild or to make a need trip to support

the variety of food

all warm on the coleman stove

was like golda herself

balancing children husband employment church service genealogy and club work in a
life where everything was served up hot and ready to go
in law stayed with us 1I watched golda her
during the final weeks my mother
motherinlaw

small frame steeled lean on her walker and slowly slide one foot after another down our
long hall conquering an impatience developed in her years of demanding activity each

day after school my fifthgrader
fifth grader would crawl into bed beside her grandma whod listen as

noelle slowly sounded out the syllables of hard words in her reader her determination to
read better mirroring her grandmothers to walk

when golda could no longer bathe herself she accepted my help as id accepted
hers so many times stroking a wash cloth over her soft skin 1I considered how hard it is
to die gracefully to give up one ability after another without screaming at the loss 1I

remembered christs advice to peter when he was reluctant to have jesus wash his feet 111f
if
1I

wash thee not thou hast no part with me
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dependent on the graciousness of the receiver

thought how all possibility of giving is
1I

thought about kahili
kahlil gibrans words

see first that you yourself
deserve to be a giver and an instrument of giving
yourse
yoursedeserve
yoursef a giver are
youil who deem yourself
for in truth it is life that gives unto life while you
but a witness
and you receivers and you are all receivers assume no weight of gratitude lest
you lay a yoke upon yourself and upon him who gives
rather rise together with the giver on his gifts as on wings
for to be over
overmindful
mindful of your debt is to doubt his generosity who has the freehearted earth for mother and godforfather 54
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14
pass
south
As we traversed barren stretches of wyoming 1I turned to my books on

bed fever black canker
pioneer life to break the boredom cholera malaria child bedfever
all were included in lists of pioneer ailments curious 1I checked the indexes of

several resource books 1I couldnt find cancer why
to call it

did women not know what

did doctors not know how to diagnose it was there so much concern

with the more common and quick
death diseases that cancer seemed a less
quickdeath

worrisome threat 1I wanted to find a mention of cancer because 1I wanted to stretch
back across the years and find a pioneer woman with whom 1I might identify 1I
closed my eyes and remembered a day in early november of 1978
As 1I stood lecturing to my third period english class at richfield high

school an office assistant entered the room and handed me a note it read call

dr greenwood the color drained from my face

1I

glanced at the wall clock

relieved to see the bell would ring in two minutes ending my halfday
half day teaching
assignment some way 1I managed to continue talking for those interminable two
minutes As the students left 1I rushed for the car tears streamed down my face
as 1I drove the few blocks to the clinic 1I knew what was wrong

parking at the back of the clinic and using the emergency entrance 1I
purposely avoided the waiting room
call

1I

mumbled to the nurse

1

I had a message to

my choked sobs muffled the rest she put her arms around me and led

me to the doctors private office
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dr greenwood
it looked benign

entered compassionately he said

tumor was malignant
1I

who twodays
two days before had performed a biopsy assuring me

you must know the

the breast will have to be removed

1

cried I dont care about that if only my voice caught if

if only the

cancer hasnt spread

driving home cancer echoed in my ears 1I felt angry and frustrated A
microscopic nothing was tearing away at my body tearing away at my life and 1I
felt powerless 1I called my husband at work As soon as 1I heard his voice my

come home

control crumbled and 1I said just two words

within minutes he arrived and 1I shared the crushing news with him the next
few hours were a jumble of frantic efforts to prepare to leave for salt lake city all
1

paling against the background of the overriding thought
thoughtl I have cancer

one of the most difficult moments came as 1I said goodbye
good bye to the children 1I
had never had surgery before 1I had a fear of going under the anesthetic and never
coming back it could happen

the ordinary moments of everyday suddenly took

on great significance noelle flashing her twotooth
two tooth smile as chubby baby hands

no no jeremy swiveling his small snakelike
snake like hips flipping
grasped for a definite nono

around to explode in kyuu
khuu kyuu
khuu kyuu
khuu sounds of mock attack chris in four
old seriousness examining a record player to see where the sound came from
year
yearold

kirsten bouncing down the stairs with golden hair flying kerri in her room
writing volumes in her journal the problems of being fifteen engulfing her would
1I

ever share those moments again and if 1I couldnt who would

neal and 1I drove to salt lake talking quietly about the good past and the
possible future

we checked in at the hospital and were directed upstairs edged

with dilapidated looking foliage an upper floor lounge provided the perfect
1

opportunity for the comic relief we both so desperately needed neal quipped I
hope the patients get better care here than the plants
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1I

gratefully laughed

best
nonbest
bordering the lounge were several book shelves filled with notably non
sellers A large sign proclaimed

DO NOT REMOVE FROM THE HOSPITAL

neal dryly commented with these books there isnt much danger of anyone
removing them from the shelves let alone the hospital

to divert my thoughts

1I

began to peruse some of the individual titles and

joked with neal about the sadistic person who would select such books for a
hospital 1I giggled uncontrollably as 1I read aloud A client is canceled

the blow

must read for transplant patients speak softly of the dead
at the heart a great mustread

they buried a man and deadly joy
last one

at least there was a note of optimism in the

the laughter was therapeutic

for a moment taking our minds off the

gravity of my illness

that evening 1I turned serious as 1I penned some careful thoughts
journal in case

1I

in my

felt so much like emily in our town wondering why we

didnt live life when we had it A blessing from my husband calmed and prepared
me for surgery

pro operative shot relaxed me and made me
pre
prooperative
the next morning a preoperative

present fear
everpresent
sleepy 1I recall the feeling of drifting and the ever

the next thing 1I knew

would 1I wake up

the surgery was over and 1I was in my bed my chest

bandaged but 1I was experiencing no pain

late in the night an intern came to

term
longterm
check me wanting reassurance 1I asked him what was the chance of long

survival for a person with cancer like mine being young and forthright in a
clinical voice he quoted cold statistics 1I cynically thought he was probably

responsible for selecting A client is canceled as the hospital book of the month

the second day was difficult as 1I experienced relief that the operation had
post operative tests might show when the
gone so well and fear of what the postoperative
doctor reported all lymph nodes were clear and 1I was cured and would not need
chemotherapy or radiation 1I felt an overwhelming sense of relief
feared losing was mine again
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all that 1I had

As 1I opened my eyes the wyoming scenery bringing me back to the present 1I was

surprised by the sudden weather change sun had replaced the cold of devils gate and the
snow flakes which had gusted and soared outside the vans windows near the nebraska

border those snowflakes had been so early and so unexpected like my cancer 1I
remembered other snowflakes dipping and rising in the autumn wind a few weeks after
my mastectomy illuminated in the flood lights of our deck they were so individual like
cells viewed under a microscope As 1I had watched those flakes through a kitchen

window 1I had started to cry 1I had lived to see another snowfall
A few days later on thanksgiving 1I stood chopping celery and onions for the

dressing my mother said judy let me help you

1I

said

no 1I want to do it myself

tongue tang
As 1I stirred the dried bread cubes 1I breathed in the scent of sage 1I tasted the tonguetang

flavor of the dressing savoring

that afternoon

as my family sat around the dining room

dressed up with white china and silver rimmed crystal 1I made my perennial
table dressedup

comment

dont you just love the variety of colors

the green of the peas

and here

all the children but the baby joined in with the ending they had memorized so familiar they

chanted in chorus

the orange of the sweet potatoes the brown of the gravy and the

red of the cranberry sauce

and then kerri said go on mom finish it you have to tell the story of the fish
head soup and so to build gratitude in my children once more 1I told about how ivan

gulag longed for the siberian prison
Deni
sovich in alexander solzhenitsyns novel of the gulab
denisovich
denisevich
camp cooks to stir the anemic soup just before they dipped his portion so the fish heads

would come to the top and he might get a little nourishment
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usually after this story we

would all laugh but this year the children were silent as 1I cried more grateful than ivan
sovitch for small blessings
Deni
denisovitch
denisevitch
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15
canyon
on
echo can
near the wyomingutah
Wyoming Utah border we stopped at ft bridger paying tribute to my
husbands great great grandfather william A hickman who had operated the fort for a
time

then we drove south through familiar utah landscape As we passed through echo

canyon 1I thought about a mormon pioneer woman who had made her way through that
same canyon in the fall of 1848 when she was eight months pregnant a woman whose
voluminous diaries revealed to me the complex private attitudes beneath her public image

she was emmeline B wells 1I could identify with emmeline because like me she was a
devout mormon a wife a mother a teacher a journalist a woman of strong ideas a
diarist but more than that she was a woman who longed for the tenderness of a husband

glancing sideways across the separation between the van seats 1I traced my husbands
strong profile
1I

type scripts
reached into the large cooler between the seats filled with books and typescripts

pulled out several books about emmeline B wells and leafed through their pages
recalling some of the fascinating things 1I had read about this woman she was baptized
into the mormon church in 1842 when she was fourteen years old extremely bright she

became a teacher at age fifteen being barely five feet tall with long curls she must have
seemed more like one of the students
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she married james harvey harris on july 29 1843 she and her husband were
both fifteen biographer carol madsen says the marriage seems to have been encouraged
by emmelines mother who wanted a way for her daughter to be tied to the church and be
well to do harris family
able to travel to nauvoo with the welltodo

64
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years later looking back at

the romance emmeline described james as so young and altogether unused to the world
we two so unsophisticated

having no ideas of the stern realities of life
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shortly after their arrival in nauvoo james parents left the church and city
encouraging their son and his wife to do likewise however the young couple remained in

nauvoo emmeline gave birth to a baby boy in september of 1844 but the child died
within five weeks james subsequently left and journeyed down river to seek work

devastated when he didnt write emmeline waited hoping to see him return on one of the
1845
mississippi steamers she writes on february 28
281845
came a steam boat up the river 0 how my youthful heartfluttered
heart fluttered with
hope with anxiety my limbs were affected
not all that has yet been said can shake
1I watched the boat and looked out at
my confidence in the only man 1I1I ever loved
1I1I saw a person approaching my
the door 1I1I walked a few steps out of the yard
he art beat with fond anticipation it walked like james it came nearer andjust
and just as 1I
heart
59
1
1
I
by
I
darkness
the
deceived
was
his
jound
he
name
spoke and ifound
was about to speak
ifould
found

last night there

james never did return it was only years later that emmeline found he had died in
1859 in bombay india while working as a seaman on a whaling vessel

forty years later in 1885 emmeline returned to new england visiting relatives
and also her former mother in law

lucy harris she visited the area again three years

later shortly after lucys death A family story says that while rummaging through the
in laws home emmeline came across a packet of letters james had
attic of her mother
motherinlaws

written to her before his death in 11859
859 but which his mother had never forwarded

according to a niece who was traveling with emmeline

aunt em had mother Emm
elines sister pallas take her to the cemetery where mother
emmelines
harris was buried and there that tiny but mighty old lady stood with her arms
arm
ara raised
in law that made mother
over the grave and called down a curse upon her mother
motherinlaw
tremble and no doubt caused the wicked one to tremble in her shroud 60
in a poem entitled faith and fidelity written in later years emmeline makes
reference to the discovery of these letters some excerpted lines reveal her emotions

was it not wonderful that after weary years
these letters should have come to light again

the one who wrote them with affection long since dead
what satisfaction could they ever bring
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after the disappearance of her young husband from nauvoo emmeline was invited

65

to educate the children of elizabeth

ann and newel K whitney presiding bishop in

nauvoo she was well treated and particularly enjoyed her relationship with newells
newelfs first
wife elizabeth
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the couple taught her the doctrine of plural marriage and

in february of 1845 she

was sealed to newel becoming his second plural wife according to carol madsen it
seems likely that the marriage was not consummated until two years later in winter

quarters as emmeline did not bear a child until november 2 1848 one month after
born august 18 1850 A few
arriving in the salt lake valley another daughter was bom
two and left with two
weeks later newel died suddenly a shock to emmeline only twenty
twentytwo
small children
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she wrote in her diary of her love and admiration for her husband describing him as
64
me
m
to
his
64the
more
and
within
to
as good a man as ever lived a jather
reach
than
all
alfather
the
afather
father
father

thirty three years her senior seemed not to dim her affection in her diaries
fact that he was thirtythree
he emerges as a fine man who treated her with concern and sensitivity encouraging her
talents as well

after whitneys death

to support herself and her two children emmeline began

teaching school she later explained the difficulty of this work
1I taught 65

children in a log house without desks charts blackboards or scarcely
two books of the same kind the remuneration was likewise trying one bringing a
thirdperhaps
piece of salt pork another a bucket offlour
perhaps a skein ofyarn
of slour
flour a third
of yam to repay
the ever toiling task 0off school teaching the work was unceasing the day spent in the
school room and the night in planning and working for the morrow whole nights being
spent in cutting fancy patterns and writing verses in blue ink and working on bits of
silks for rewards to urge the children to diligence
cardboard mottoes in various colored silksfor
65
and good behavior65
behavior

in 1852 likely realizing her precarious position as a single mother she
uncharacteristically made a plea for help she wrote what she called A letter from a true

friend to daniel H wells lieutenant general of the utah militia and her deceased
husbands friend in the letter she explained her predicament candidly yet discreetly she
reminded wells of his friendship with whitney in nauvoo and asked him to consider the
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lonely state of his friends widow she wrote that she had often hoped to be united with
a being noble as thyself and requested him to return a description of his feelings for her 66

he did respond visit with her

and did accept her proposal within six months she

1852 emmeline resided separately
101852
became his seventh wife sixth plural on october 10

from her husbands other wives living in the wells home a small adobe structure until
1856 when she moved into a home of her own

her strong feelings for daniel are expressed many places in her diary one example
from an 1874 entry my heart gave one great bound towards him
devotedly
love him truly and devot
edi
edly
devotedl

0 how enthusiastically 1II
1
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her husband resided in a home on south temple in salt lake with several other
wives and was much occupied with business civic and church responsibilities

he later

became a counselor in the first presidency of the mormon church when he would come
to visit for a time emmelines frustrations at not having a closer relationship were
1874
301874
sometimes expressed in her diary entries as on september 30

oh if my husband could only

love me even a little and not seem so perfectly
indifferent to any sensation of that kind he cannot know the craving of my nature he is
surrounded with love on every side and 1I am cast out 0 my poor aching heart when
68
1
I
only
burden
its
the
look
only
on
it
on
shall rest
him can
lord

over a ten year period emmeline had three daughters by wells emmie in 1853
annie in 1859 and louie in 1862 though she did interact with the other wives and visit
the large wells home frequently she maintained her independence only living with other

wives in 1858 in provo when the salt lake homes were temporarily abandoned in fear of
altercations with the united states army 69

during her life emmeline was editor of the womans exponent which for twenty
years of its existence carried on its masthead the motto

zion and all nations

for the rights of the women of

emmeline wrote numerous articles promoting the rights of women

she journeyed to washington and spoke before two presidents she became prominent in
the suffrage movement and a friend of susan B anthony who gave her a gift of a gold
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ring
dug as a symbol of the sympathy of two great women for one great cause

directed a project for mormon women to gather and store wheat
became general president of the

emmeline

eighty two she
at age eightytwo

relief society an office she held until

1921
251921
two years old she died on april 25
ninety
ninetytwo

1170
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1921 when she was

on april 29 flags in utah flew at half

mast in a tribute to her life the first time this had ever been done for a woman
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As 1I had initially read carol madsens dissertation 1I couldnt help thinking how all

of
ofemmelines
emmelines success in journalistic endeavors political activism religious leadership
and motherly devotion couldnt entirely fill her life how she still longed for a mans steady

companionship 1I felt a kinship with emmeline

when we reached provo neal said why dont we go home by way of manti

we could drive by the temple can you remember driving down there the day of our
wedding

yes of course do you think we were crazy to get married the day after
graduating from BYU

not really crazy just in love
did we really know what love was then

do we even know now

thats

a good question

this

trip has given me a lot of time to think you know

one way you really show love for me

no how
by taking me places
what do you mean you can drive
1

I know 1I can drive but theres a kind of security when you are driving 1I dont

worry about taking a wrong turn and getting lost or feeling anxious in snow or on twisty
mountain roads or getting sleepy at the wheel
Is that the only thing

im good for

to drive you where you want to go
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no its not just the physical driving its the mental companionship along the way
not just mental either and not really spiritual maybe emotional is the word im looking
for to know that what matters to me what generates feeling in me matters to you too

can 1I tell you a story about emmeline
sure

B

mantl temple
mand
wells it has to do with the manti

it

well you know her husband daniel was a polygamist and lived separate from
her in a large house with other wives
like you are

he was also prominent in civic and church affairs

ive told you before how she wrote in her diary about missing him well

anyway in one entry

let me see if 1I can find it

dissertation until 1I came to the passage 1I wanted

1I

thumbed through carol madsens

this was written in emmelines diary in

march of 1890 she writes of visiting her husband in manti where he was temple
president

0 the joy

of being once more in his dear presence his room is so nice and we are so
cosy by the large grate and such a comfortablefire
comfortable fire in it we are more like lovers than
husband and wife for we are so far removed
removedfrom
from each other there is always the
embarrassment of lovers and yet we have been married more than 37 years how odd
it seems 1I1I do notfeel
not jeel
feel old neither does he we are young to each other and that is

weil 72
weli
well
well72

sixty two at the time and daniel was seventy six
emmeline was sixtytwo

neal turned his head toward me do you think well feel that way when were that
old

oh 1I dont think there will be the embarrassment but 1I hope theres the joy

1I

reached over and put my hand on his knee and 1I hope well still feel like lovers
1

1I

I think we will

if we can keep from getting removed from each other

moved my hand from neals knee and edged my fingers around his arm

need to work at that in some ways its going to be hard to go home
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we

16
ending
0

after exiting the freeway at the first richfield turnoff and driving down main
street we turned on fourth north and drove west toward the red hills the craggy
profile of bulls head was still visible silhouetted against the evening summer sky

we

drove into the familiar driveway because jeremy had mowed and weeded everything
looked much the same as when wed left two weeks earlier but neal and 1I were

different changed by the country wed seen the people wed met and the ideas wed
shared with each other 1I entered the house with a combination of anticipation and

reluctance children rushed up the steps from the family room and asked about our
adventures

we shared memories

as they helped unload the van 1I was grateful to dump

dirty clothes and bedding into a washer rather than do laundry in a creek or tub as my

pioneer progenitors had maybe a modem home wasnt so bad after all

tired 1I told the children that wed tell them more about the trip tomorrow neal
and 1I climbed into the four poster wed shared since early married days

id laid granny

pectous
pectols
Pec tols quilt over the heirloom rocker that occupied one comer of our bedroom feeling a
need for the quilt to cover us as it had the past weeks 1I retrieved it placed it on the bed

smoothed it over neal and climbed back in beside him

curious 1I said what do you remember most about granny pectol 1I know
youve been reading her diary

neal thought for a moment and then said the way shed rush around and say

ye gods and little fishes she was always bustling around she ran the store in torrey
torrely
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much of the time while grandpa was busy with his position in the state legislature being a

wonderland
bishop his promotion wayne
of
ofwayne
olwayne

it

isnt that what they used to call capitol reef before it became a national park
yes
leam to run a store
where did your grandmother learn

oh she learned to do a lot of things when grandpa pectol was on his mission
when was that

lets see

190
from 1907 to igo
190911 think

didnt they have children then
yes four of them
my eyebrows raised as 1I said
isaid
sald

and he went on a mission how old were the

children

weit lets see florence would have been about seven and leona four that
weil
weli
welt
well
ajust past one my mother and devona werent bom
born
would make elenor three and fontella
just
fontellajust
Fontell

yet and granny and grandpa hadnt adopted eph

how could he leave so many small children and a young wife

well 1I know it wasnt easy he loved them all so much did you know he wrote
poems about each of his children

no really
well anyway he was called to teach school in new zealand to teach the maoris
laoris

he knew for about a year before he left
contract as superintendent of schools
neville
Cai
caineville
caineviue
cal

so they had time to prepare

he had to finish his

Caineville at the time
they were living in caineville

wheres that

about twenty miles east of torrey its in wayne county but really in the middle
of nowhere 1I guess youd say they were living like the pioneers youve been studying

she and the children rode with him in a wagon to the train depot in richfield it took them
three days

two at that time
thirtytwo
he would have been thirty
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and she was only twenty seven

he wrote in his diary about what it was like to leave he must have been writing as the
train sped along
and

he kept remembering

the scene at the depot the babys kisses elenors

leonas arms about his neck florence having

to be torn from his side and his wife

holding florences hand while the other children clung to their mothers skirts as the train

pulled out

ff

how could she stand it
she just did A lot of mormon women went through the same thing it was just a
part of keeping their faith but the reality of the mission separation was so much harder than
she had thought it would be

her diary doesnt start until her husband had been gone for

almost three months she repeatedly uses phrases like how 1I long to see you am lonely
so lonely

have been blue today almost to despair 1I guess sundays were the worst day

for her she calls sunday the day 1I miss you most 1I think she felt better when she had to
concentrate on other things rather than his absence she kept busy with church work in
the primary the choir the young ladies as she called it she managed a farm too she
talks about hiring men and selling crops she also was the post mistress in caineville
Cai neville she

raised bees for their honey

at christmas she even did a sears catalogue business

she

worried
worded about finances and expressed her lack of confidence but he wrote back and told

her she was doing fine and not to worry

so they exchanged letters regularly
yes his took about two months

to arrive

then by train and 1I guess by wagon to caineville
Cai neville

they came by ship across the ocean
and of course hers took two months

to get back to him
1

I cant imagine a time lag like that what did they write about

oh he told her about the trip over about the maori people how his teaching was
going about other missionaries in one letter he asked her for receipts
its that was the old
rece
receits

fashioned word for recipes

he wanted her recipes for pea soup custard pies and for

jerking meat and drying fish
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it sounds like he had to become domestic while she had to become a breadwinner

they kind of switched roles
they did in a way 1I think the separation helped them understand and appreciate
each other the rest of their lives
peck her on the cheek

they were very close

1I

can remember how he used to

theres one photo where theyre in their sixties and hes standing

behind her with his arms about her waist like he might be reaching to kiss her and she is
smiling almost laughing

what else was in their letters

shed ask him questions about the farm and the bees what to do she wrote a lot
about sickness too A measles epidemic occurred in january of 1908 she had gone to
visit her family in grover for christmas and thats where the children got exposed she
felt terrible about this and frantic without him there to help her fortunately her brothers
and her parents were a help elenor nearly died one night her breath was so shallow

granny pectous
pectols
Pec tols father came in and she ran for the sacred oil and he blessed the child
elenor and the other children recovered after weeks of sickness

it would have been so much easier on her if he had been there to help

yes she missed his help with the children she missed his love too they
developed a secret code to communicate their feelings for one another

that way when the

letters were passed among family to read their personal feelings could remain private

11

if you were far away would you write romantic things to me in secret code like
your grandfather did

would you to me

of course id miss you so much

1I

put my hand on neals arm to emphasize my

words
pulling away he said would you really
your research

sometimes you seem so caught up in

its like if you have your books and your computer you dont need

anything or anyone else
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but 1I do need you
1

I had this funny dream a while back

we bought an extra burial plot in elsinore

why would we do that
well in the dream it was so you could be buried in one me in one and the
computer in between us

youre kidding

no im serious neal couldnt hide his smile as he said okay 1I am kidding
but you know that glass encased picture of my parents on their gravestone well 1I thought
we should have one similar on our headstone

flonly your face
only
then he added sardonically ftonly

would be replaced with a computer screen
1I

gave him my herewegoagain
here we go again look

that would be funny if it werent so awful

do you really resent the time 1I spend on the computer that much
1
I dont know if resent is the right word you just seem so busy all the time if its
not doing research its the kids or the church 1I really liked this last couple weeks just
the two of us together every day
1

I liked it too remember that night in grand island when the wind was blowing

so hard and 1I wouldnt let you go get something to eat unless you took me with you

yes it seemed so unlike you youre so darned independent

im not really

1I

do depend on you to be there

but its not a dependence out of

weakness it sounds strange but its a dependence out of strength 1I do have strong
feelings strong ideas lots of drive but if 1I had those things and was alone without you
they wouldnt be worth that much to me remember when 1I told you about emmeline B

wells longing for her husband daniel she said something in her diary like he cannot
know the cravings of my nature youre kind of like daniel wells was you really dont
know my needs

and just what are those needs Ms independence
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to have you be affectionate

to love me for the person 1I really am

to have you

realize my need for a world to call my own in the midst of my world of you and the
children to be able to share that world with you and not feel threatened that youll resent it

to share like we have this last two weeks

with you interested in what im doing

supporting me 1I want to be strong like your granny pectol was to be able to handle
things on my own when 1I have to yet 1I want you to realize that if you were gone

id be

like her almost to despair isnt that what she used to say

yes almost to despair
maybe thats her gift to me

nat
what

1111nat

keeping me from despair by giving me you her grandson 1I really love you

neal

1I

giggled as 1I added almost as much as the computer

neal gritted his teeth trying to hide his familiar smile and said why do you
always have to giggle and spoil things

because 1I like to tease you 1I dont know what 1I would do without you to tease
1I

moved closer without you to love
1

I dont know what

id do without you either

although sometimes 1I dont know

what to do with
mth you anyway 1I am glad we made the trip together

trip doesnt quite fit it was more like a journey
you
know id
together
gromny
it was a journey together or maybe a journey gromng
growing
like to talk about it more but its really late and 1I have to go back to the store tomorrow

wed better try to get some sleep
okay goodnight
granny pectol in her diary always used to say goodnight my dear husband
1I

placed my head in the crook of neals arm and murmured

husband
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goodnight my dear

17
in retrospect
in the quiet of the following morning after neal had left for work at our store 1I

pectols
Pec tols quilt to the attic to replace it in the storage
finished unpacking 1I carried granny pectous
trunk As 1I refolded it to proper dimensions 1I caught sight of three pieced tops still
unquilted which were stacked one on another in the bottom of the trunk tops pieced by
my grandmother 1I removed them and traced their varied patterns with the tips

fingers

of my

and the memories began

my grandfathers house high on the avenues in salt lake city was the home to
come home to during my peripatetic childhood years 1I say grandfathers because my

grandmother died when 1I was four years old

for most of my childhood papa

as we

affectionately called my grandfather was the central figure of the home whether seated in a
green velour chair playing solitaire or fedora hat perched on his head stabbing at some

recalcitrant garden weed in the back yard

to me grandmother was a hazy figure

only

visible in a few dim memories
mem ones in one opening the door to greet me a little girl happily

garbed in grandmas patent shoes and veiled pillbox hat playing grown up lady come to
visit in another folding her arms across her breast and breathing one long sigh as 1I
hushed by something as immense as death stood transfixed near the bedside pressed
between my mother and my uncle lamar

these memories become a beginning metaphor for my journey into feminist
feelings just as my grandfather was the prominent figure in my childhood family
memories so men were prominent in my childhood societal memories women waved
while george washington led the american historical pparade
arade closely followed by abraham
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lincoln and a contingent of notable males marching behind in even rank and file their
female counterparts had slipped away from me even more easily than my grandmother had
in fact 1I had not even been aware of their deaths 1I had to grow up to understand the

immensity of my loss in the aggregate demise of historical women 1I never had an
to visit with any of them because 1I didnt know they existed 1I
opportunity to play come
cometovisit

dress up only by clicking my heels on familiar porches and knocking at
was able to play dressup
safe doors after all it was taboo to talk to strangers

the tall

balconied frame house was the place where as an adult 1I discovered a

trunk of quilt tops in a dusty comer of the old attic

they must have lain there for forty

years or more certainly 1I had never seen them in my lifetime

of course

1I

could never

have found them in my childhood because then the attic was a place which produced

ambivalent feelings a place 1I both wanted to know and didnt want to know we cousins
used to open the low door which conveniently creaked and peer into the inky blackness

one voice would say 1 I dare you to go in
1I

1

another would respond I double dare you

was always afraid that should 1I enter my boy cousins would slam the door and leave me

a garret prisoner 1I recall entering the attic only two or three steps ever one hand still
clinging to the door frame
1I

had to wait decades

college marriage children and a career

till 1I was

lighted second floor landing of my grandfathers
courageous enough to leave the well
welllighted
house and brave crawling into darkness cobwebs brushing my face and narrow rafters
cutting into my knees my desire to know what was really at the back of the attic
iniz any fear of what might be at the back of the attic 1I think my experience is not
outweighiniz
outweighing
outweigh

so different from that of many other women except 1I may have crawled further than some

and through scarring my knees found 1I could have taken an easier route if id had

someone to warn me of the rough places 1I might even have stood up if 1I had known the
attic was taller than 1I imagined
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the retrieval of the quilt tops

the edging into the unknown became a second

metaphor for my journey into feminist thinking a trip difficult to begin as 1I was so
strongly attached to life on the welllighted
well lighted second floor of a male
built house 1I had been
malebuilt

programmed for that kind of life in the 1940s at age eight 1I knew that to be a woman
meant imitating betty grable hair upswept crowning her carefully made up face peering
coquettishly over a bare shoulder which balanced beautifully with her shapely exposed
legs

at ten

role playing meant dressing up with my best friend we strolled in liberty
roleplaying

park in our mothers high heels our mouths smeared with red lipstick our undershirts
stuffed with kleenex and pushed our betsy wetsy
betsy dolls in their buggies convinced that

everyone thought us young mothers

in high school 1950s style budding womanhood was knowing that attractive dates
were more important than attractive grades As a freshman at brigham young university 1I
identified with the true women who hoped never to become a senior girl who went on a
mission because no one wanted to marry her even when 1I stepped out of the typical BYU
mold and went to the soviet union as an exchange student 1I found blonde ukrainian men
bowing low vying to dance with me and darkhaired
dark haired georgian men eyes flashing vying
to carry my suitcase much more affirming than plodding communist party men who

wanted to discuss marxist philosophy with me when 1I returned to BYU in my junior

year 1I met my future husband who one year later saved me from senior panic by giving
me a christmas diamond

venturing into the attic had to wait till later after college graduation marriage and
the birth of my first child it was 1963 1I clung to the door frame of fascinating

womanhood and took three steps into the attic of the feminine mystique 1I was caught
as in childhood by ambivalence wanting to know and not wanting to know what lay

beyond the safety of the second floor 1I stood suspended between the familiar landing and
the inviting attic for some time balancing my fascinating self could wear ruffled

nightgowns and be prolific in baby production and even tremble at heavy traffic and quail
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at moving anything heavier than twenty pounds when the situation demanded it my

feminist self could return to school complete a french minor and earn a teaching degree
medical insurance against contracting the problem that has no name

1173
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in 1964 a problem that had a name was evident to me as a social worker in the aid
to dependent children program in california watts was where my clients lived 1I

remember willie mae sutton a massive woman who filled a wide armchair with her body
arms
anus
up visit she cradled two small children in her ample anns
As 1I made a quarterly check
checkup

while three others a little older hung on the worn arms of the green upholstered chair

she looked defiantly at me as 1I tried across a social cultural intellectual and ethnic gulf
to look at her to see her a victim of poor judgment and repeated alliances with men who

deserted her how might feminist consciousness raising ten years earlier have altered her
life
11
exponent 77
II a quarterly mormon womens newspaper was another source of

information for me each issue guided me further along the attics narrow rafters

sometimes articles plunged me into a darkness 1I had never known personally like that
created by an abusive husband a drugaddicted
drug addicted child or an inability to bear children

sometimes 1I found garret windows letting in the bright light of women who were changing
their individual worlds or sharing their philosophies in essays and poetry women like

helen candland stark judy dushku and emma lou thayne
in 1975 1I served on the committee for the utah observation of international

womens year

at the convention center in salt lake city

1I

watched appalled as

mormon women en masse came to hiss and boo feminists whose perspectives were
inaccessible to them sheltered by living in traditional family structures with a network of
support around them they could not understand the other

conveniently forgetting their

own historical legacy of persecution they became the persecutors

three week long womens
in 19811 went deeper into the attic through a detour a threeweeklong

studies institute in tucson arizona leaving home a husband and five children ranging in
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age from three to seventeen 1I immersed myself in feminism for three weeks 1I was a

conservative encountering moderates first curious about and then impressed by their logic
1I

was also a conservative encountering radicals and militants wondering where their ideas

might lead questioning the power of their anger 1I came home with my consciousness
raised and my vision forever altered

reading was a vehicle for exploration sister saints and womens voices lighted
my way into for
forgotten
Rotten comers of mormon history 1I met women who were doctors
forrotten
farmers entrepreneurs educators administrators novelists lawyers editors politicians
and journalists women who were polygamous monogamous and single

Fri
in 1983 1I read betty friedank
edans the second stage and realized that leaving the
friedans

freedan told of women biological clocks ticking
landing for the attic had its risks friedan
yearning for husbands and families to replace the isolation of corporate success womens
search for the american dream had created a new problem equally as vexing as the

problem that had no name 1I could see this problem reflected in the eyes of alienated
husbands and resentful children of some of my more militant feminist friends

all this was

a warning about plunging too quickly and enthusiastically into unexplored places
1I

had had a whole year to explore the attic of pioneer womens lives 1I had retraced

the oregon and mormon trails stopping to listen to the voices women recorded in their

diaries letters and memoirs 1I was making an important discovery 1I could move back
and forth between the landing and the attic with a speed and ease my pioneer sisters

might have found amazing

the fact that the attic as well as the landing had become

illuminated by feminist thought assured the confidence and safety of my movement 1I
realized the advantages and limitations of standing in each place and 1I liked my acquired
mobility 1I could take three minutes in the morning to put ingredients into a bread maker
before 1I started on a day of writing and serve hot bread to my family at dinner without

bread making time usurped idea making time 1I could leave for several days
resenting that breadmakingtime

of research or classes and return to find a home though certainly not spotless at least
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intact and children frequently relieved by my short absences so they could leave rooms
in pizza
messy watch videos late and eat orderedin
ordered

an important fringe benefit for the

children was having a mother content with her own life so she didnt need to live theirs
1I

had retrieved not only quilts from my family attic but quilts from others attics as

well but 1I was still ignorant of many of the patterns A theoretical discourse class and a

womens texts class at brigham young university had helped me discern different
designs as 1I descended

or perhaps ascended is a better word

into feminist theory

quilt tops became my metaphors as 1I sought to compare the small and large bits of material
collected and patterned over my lifetime with past womens fabric pieces collected over
theirs and folded into diaries and letters and memoirs how could 1I understand

1I

asked

the same questions that feminist historian maureen beecher had asked in her alice louise

reynolds lecture at BYU

the y reach us
what principles can guide our reading how do they

pieces 74 she found a partial answer in a quilting metaphor
these private pieces74

each recorded

moment each diary entry is a piece saved from the fabric of a womans day ragged
incomplete misshapen

only its color and its pattern left to show how it fits with its

mates A diary or a journal is a jumble of unconnected pieces tossed together into a box

and pushed under the bed

larger blocks

175
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women seeking meaning had to make the small pieces into

quilt top
or even arrange them into a full quilttop

1176
76

in my research 1I had found sometimes pieces sometimes blocks and sometimes
whole quilt tops pieces were bits from womens lives mormon priestess and prophetess

eliza R snow seated in a carriage letting a cup down by a string to dip water from the
chariton river as the saints moved from nauvoo toward winter quarters
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the wife of

crum pets bone china
trumpets
sir george grant an english nobleman pioneering with tea and crumpets

78maggie
and sterling flatware in victoria kansas 78
maggie
maggle brown delivering her sixth baby in

new mexico the two
and a half pound infant so small a ring would slip over her wrist
twoandahalfpound
her only baby to survive childhood

79
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blocks were groups of women who fit together in some sort of unifying pattern

cathers antonia shimerda an earth mother who produced
literary creations like willa gathers
children and her model annie sadelik
sakelik pavelka and other real life bohemian immigrants

or gathers
cathers alexandra bergson

an earth mother who produced crops and her real life

models the numerous women homesteaders like eudora ammons kohl who felt that
women had more independence in the west than any other part of the world
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the

individual blocks of similar women could be joined to others in various ways for example
by geography ethnicity chronology creating quilts of history

the quilt tops 1I retrieved from the attic and the metaphorical

blocks 1I have

discovered are better understood now but they are not yet quilted women of the here and
now will have to stitch them

we will join around a quilting frame and stretch first a new

and sturdy backing tacking it down well

we will lay upon this a dacron batt so much

lightened from the heavy cotton our grandmothers pulled across their frames and we will
stretch the batt till it fits our multiple hands smoothing in unison

we will
win lovingly lay the

old quilt top on our new foundation and as women do we will talk as we quilt fleshing
out designs with our lips as well as our hands

come from some mans overalls
once

the pink stripe

the black and white gingham

was it a kitchen apron

did some young girl wear it to church on a spring morning

circumstances dictated the pattern of the blocks
lives

we will wonder at the blue denim did it

what

might some other womans pattern fit our

and so we will connect across the miles and years
and when the quilt is removed from the frame and we are beyond working on it

the quilting experience will echo itself in our heads and we will think on our individual

threads sewn in and around and over some other womans stitches which pieced her life

together and recall too pieces of conversation fitted in and around and over other
woments
womens
foments voices
1I

replaced my grandmothers unquilted tops in the trunk and then lifted granny

pectous
pectols
Pec
tols quilt onto them it had comforted me and my husband as well for two weeks on
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our pioneer journey

wed traveled over freeways six lanes wide

going both east and

west these highways followed in many places the dusty rutted trails pioneer women had
crossed in some places wheel marks were carved ten feet deep into the soft sand stone A
wagon the women in it

and men as well

forced to follow the ruts of those who went

or maybe they chose to follow what they considered not ruts but a marked path

before

1I

thought about those who still willingly follow and those who risk and leave the patterned
path 1I felt my connection to all those whose journeys 1I had shared and would share
1I

realized that the process of pioneering had not ended with the coming of the

pectols
Pec tols quilt with my
railroad or rural electrification 1I smoothed the brightness of granny pectous
hands tracing golda pectol busks strong and even stitches with my fingers pioneering
ded by their individual and collective past pushing at
guided
ourney
was a continuing jjourney
bourney women guu
the frontiers of their individual and collective future

before closing the lid 1I dug deep into the trunk for one more look at my
grandmothers patterned quilt squares some pleased my eye in their soft harmony and
busy prints
orderly arrangement others aggravated me by their garish brightness and too
toobusy
1I

real life who equated those quilt pieces 1I
thought about women 1I had met in history and reallife

thought about a society tolerant enough and diverse enough to accommodate them all
1I

roads
lane highways with frequent side
visualized narrow trails expanded to multi
multilane
sideroads

and even browse sections 1I thought about both the need for offramps
off ramps and the need for
on ramps 1I realized that my journey was enriched by those of a thousand and more other

women and more enriched by sharing it with my husband that my journey might be the
impetus for a thousand and more other journeys for me and for others
1I

closed the trunk knowing 1I could open it again at any time
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journey
connections to a pioneer past

judy shell busk
department of english

MA degree august 1996

abstract

this thesis is a record of a journey into the pioneer past both literally and

metaphorically the physical journey retracing the oregon and mormon trails was made in
september of 1993 the year 1I was a national endowment for the Humanities
Readers
humanitiesreaders
digest teacher scholar however my intellectual and emotional journey into the lives of
pioneer women covers several years of study 1I compare my life experiences with those of
pioneer women whom 1I studied using geographical settings on the trail trip as memory
triggers my husband as my traveling companion plays an important role in this journey
of discovery major themes are the contrast between pubic images and private attitudes
restoration and reality independence and dependence stereotype and individualism in
addition 1I explore needs to balance family demands with personal aspirations to deal with
illness and death to assess the value of material possessions and to appreciate connections
with other women the trail trip serves as a catalyst for the exploration of a personal
journey defining my own womanhood and that of other women as well
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